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Book Dedication: To the children of Flight XLA 120 on 1st February 2007

“The health of the people should be the supreme law”
On Friday 24th April 2020 UK Prime Minister Boris Johnson quoted,
in Latin, the Roman statesman Cicero

“The greater the challenge, the greater the victory”
Captain Russ Watkins 1978

“I only wanted to fly aeroplanes…”
Captain Brian Porter 1977

Foreword by David Learmount
Aerotoxic syndrome exists. But so does systematic denial by the aviation industry and its
government backers. As an aviation journalist for 35 years at the time of writing this Foreword,
for a long time I believed the industry when it told me, hand on heart, that the dangers to pilot
and passenger health of engine oil fumes entering aircraft cabins were dramatically exaggerated
and very rare. But eventually I agreed to meet two former airline pilots who had suffered damage
and lost their careers to aerotoxic syndrome. I had, however, met others before and had not been
convinced, so what made the difference this time? Tristan Loraine and Susan Michaelis provided
me with the technical data and evidence of something that had been going on for years – about
50 years.
They informed me about the chemicals involved, the ongoing biochemical research into the
damage these can cause to humans, the fume event occurrences and what makes them happen,
and the human stories of pilots and cabin crew affected. And through them I met a network of
aeromedical specialists and biochemists who were studying the issue in detail. Then I started
asking questions again in the industry, but I was much better informed this time. No aircraft or
aero-engine manufacturer denies that fumes from engine oil can get into cockpits and cabins, nor
do they deny that these ‘fume events’ happen from time to time. They do not deny either that
these engine oils contain organophosphate materials that can cause neurological damage in
humans. The oil containers even have warnings on them to that effect. The reason the industry
and its government backers can keep the lid on this issue is that the burden of proof about the
damage these fumes can cause rests with the victims.
The industry answers charges about health damage by denial and dissembling, which the system
lets them do because of the rules about where the burden of proof lies. The industry’s lawyers are
masters of technical points of law that enable them to claim that the victims have no legal proof
of the connection between Aerotoxic Syndrome, a fume event and the symptoms that the victims
suffer as a result. The lawyers can argue that the cause might lie elsewhere in the victim’s life, or
in their metabolism, and this ‘negative’ allegation is very difficult to disprove. There is a precise
parallel here between the legal war fought for years between the tobacco industry and damaged
smokers and the medical world who were looking for the proof of a connection between tobacco
smoking and lung cancer.
Everybody knew that there was a connection, but the burden of proof was with the victims, and
until a precise biomarker could establish that the cancer was initiated by the effects of tobaccobased chemicals in specific individuals who smoked, the industry could go on denying. The only
difference between these two cases is one of scale. The health effects of tobacco affected billions
of people worldwide, whereas although aircraft fume events happen regularly, they only occur
once every several hundred flights. And when they do, some individuals are affected while

others are not, because of metabolic differences between individual humans and the frequency of
exposure that any individual suffers. The fact that fewer people are involved makes it easier for
the industry and government to continue the denial, and more difficult for those damaged to seek
any form of redress – or even acknowledgement of their medical condition. It means ordinary
doctors are kept in ignorance of the syndrome and its symptoms, making misdiagnosis more
likely.
The fact is that, for those who are affected, the effect of aerotoxic syndrome on their lives can be
devastating. For that reason it is obscene that the industry washes its hands of the issue, and even
worse that governments collude, because there are ways of reducing or even eliminating the risk
of airborne fume events. But while denial exists and governments collude with the manufacturers
and airlines, these remedies will not be applied. That is what this book is about.
David Learmount, Operations and Safety Editor, Flight International/Global
October 2014.
‘Broken Wings’ excerpt from 2011 (Credit: Fact Not Fiction Films).

1. Decades to Disaster
On Monday, 5th August 2019 two Scottish passengers, Gayle Fitzpatrick and Stephen
McConnon, were on a British Airways (BA) Airbus A321 from London to Valencia, Spain for
holidays. But little did they know that their flight would become a flight to hell, as they fought to
breathe due to an in-flight ‘Fume event’ accident.
Here is their exact, complete, and unabridged testimony:
“This event, as most of you know, happened on 5 August this year. So just under five weeks ago.
BA are trying to fob passengers off with vague lines of "still investigating" and hoping we will
forget what happened. Zero customer care. Even less compassion.
Stephen and I were two of 175 passengers on BA422 flying from London Heathrow to Valencia.
1 hour 55 minutes flying time.
During the last ten minutes of flight there was a large bang noise, and then white smoke and
fumes started pouring thickly in to the cabin. It was like being in a club, standing on the dance
floor when a smoke machine starts pouring out for atmosphere. Except this was on a plane,
which was still flying. We couldn't see two seats in front of us. The cabin crew stopped
communicating with passengers from there on in....yes, we had no further communication from
them in the most critical of circumstances.
The plane very suddenly started an extremely sharp descent. Cabin crew then donned chemical
suits and masks. No oxygen masks came down for passengers. We now know this was because in
the event of a fire the deployment of oxygen masks would increase the risk of a mid-air
explosion. This was not explained to passengers who became confused and scared
understandably. It was completely surreal.
We were relieved when we landed and desperate to get off the plane, but for a further 10
minutes, while the plane cabin was thick with smoke (see video) we were confined as cabin crew
couldn't open the doors for whatever reason. We could hear the sound of several fire engines
outside the plane. Panic was beginning to set in. Lots of families on board trying to keep their
children calm, despite their own obvious concern and fear.
When the doors were eventually opened, we were directed by the hands (not voices) of cabin
crew to jump down the emergency chutes. Some passengers (only a handful) insisted on taking
their hand luggage(!!) Most didn't. Everyone was grateful to get off the plane and breath actual
air. Many were crying, disoriented, some nervously laughing, some screaming in terror, and
wandering aimlessly in a state of shock.

On the runway, Spanish groundcrew then directed passengers to areas far from the plane. It was
clear there was concern it could still explode.
After a period of time elapsed, maybe ten or twenty minutes, buses arrived to take bewildered
passengers to the terminal.
Would you believe that after that experience passengers were put through passport control?
Again, completely surreal. I cannot overuse surreal enough.
Thereafter passengers were left without communication for nearly four hours....most just sitting
around waiting for any communication...and not only about the retrieval of their hand luggage,
but hold luggage.
Despite the fact that passengers had been subject to severe levels of thick toxic, white smoke and
fumes we received no medical checks or even a bottle of water on arrival or for the hours
after....meanwhile British Airways put out a media statement saying they were supporting
passengers on the ground. This was a blatant and disgustingly cynical corporate lie.
We know the following facts now, and not directly from BA who say they are "still investigating"
...
1. Our pilot landed the plane "blind" as a consequence of the cockpit being completely consumed
with the thick white smoke that filled the plane cabin
2. Valencia airport was advised to close the airport ahead of our plane coming in
3. Staff in the airport reported that they had been told our plane was on fire and emergency
services deployed
4. The same plane had been grounded twice in June for toxic fume incidents
5. A captain refused to fly our plane in the months preceding due to known issues of it being a
"gas chamber"
6. On 6 August a new engine was flown from Prestwick via Toulouse to Valencia to replace the
engine which had caught fire due to a failed ball bearing
7. Cabin crew and pilots were advised not to speak with passengers or media about the incident

8. The plane, G-MEDN is now back in service operating as BA1488 London Heathrow to
Glasgow
Just a few last points....
Before the LHR flight even took off I noticed a foul, chemical smell. I remarked on this a number
of times. We now know other passengers noticed this too and complained to Cabin Crew halfway
through the flight. This is known as a Fume Event. Did you know you should formally report
this? I didn't until the last few weeks....
The last few weeks have been a crash course in learning about the insidious secret airlines don't
tell you....we fly being constantly exposed to toxic fumes that provide our breathing air. This
"air" which is generated by the very engines that fly our planes contains organophosphates
which are known to be carcinogenic. Most of the time these fumes are low level, but on an
increasing number of occasions reports are coming in that the levels are dangerous and have led
to planes being grounded, emergency evacuations and now a number of cabin crew, pilots and
even passengers with life limiting/threatening illnesses and in some cases death.
Airlines have the option to use filtration systems at a cost of £10-30k per plane which would
remove the threat to their pilots, Cabin Crew and passengers. There are no filtration systems on
planes except the large dreamliners. The air filtration issue has been known by the airline
industry for over 50 years. It seems the allure of big money is more important than passenger
safety.
BA are trying to fob us off. They hope passengers will forget about the incident above and not
come looking for answers, but after that experience I believe we deserve those at the very least.
Please retweet and help hold British Airways to account.
If you read this far, thank you and well done”.
Gayle Fitzpatrick
2019 © Copyright.
Report from Av Herald
Accident: British Airways A321 at Valencia on Aug 5th 2019, smoke on board.

Scene on board (Photo Credit: Lucy Brown)

Evacuation in progress (Photo Credit: Lucy Brown):

Welcome to Aerotoxic Syndrome. This accident not only happened to Gayle and Stephen but
also to the other 173 passengers and 8 aircrew on that flight - a total of 183 ‘souls on board’.
Every single passenger and aircrew who takes any ‘bleed air’ flight, including you, are
potentially affected.
You will discover in this book that there are many more ‘passenger’ than aircrew accounts, this
is due to the fact the passengers are generally fit and normal prior to flying and have actually
paid good money to be in a confined space with no escape.
But when they find themselves getting sick as a result of a flight they are clearly not “putting it
on”, swinging the lead, acting or blaming ‘nocebo’ effects or other nebulous medical reasons especially when a whole, much larger passenger group are all affected altogether at once; as we
shall see again later on with Flight XLA 120 of 1st February 2007.

The depressing truth is that first class and business passengers think that, because they pay lots
of extra money, they somehow get or deserve a ‘better class of air to breathe’.
In fact they are all actually breathing exactly the same air as the rest of the passengers and
aircrew
This was graphically proven in November 2019, when a first class passenger was made very ill
while still on the ground and was off loaded with her husband, along with three cabin crew who
would have been equally badly affected.
Who actually wants to be acutely and then chronically sick. Can we all again agree that only a
few crazy nutters would do?
You will soon learn that there are shockingly around 1,000,000 frequent flyers and aircrew with
Aerotoxic Syndrome in Europe alone. Therefore Gayle and Stephen, two members of the public
whose health dramatically changed after their 5th August 2019 flight and unknowingly became
the 1,000,001st and 1,000,002nd sufferers of Aerotoxic Syndrome.
This illustrates the crazy numbers of what has become a ‘Cover-up game’ for industry, over six
long decades.
It is known that, ironically, a senior BBC Panorama and TV producer husband and young family
were also on the same Valencia BA flight. But once individual passengers get divided from the
flight group, it is virtually both impossible and impracticable to keep tabs on them and their
individual health, which from the airlines point of view, they don’t want to do, in any way - as
the passengers can soon become an expensive liability.
However, all the time - while reading this book, please do be thinking: ‘Hang on, that could be,
or even was me, myself and I…’
As the infamous Darwinian ‘self-gene’ is well and truly at work here, in this epic selfish, moneybased cover-up.
Additionally, if you haven’t had any direct experience of the Aerotoxic Syndrome scandal yet,
you may forever believe the myth or conspiracy theory that the serious illness from poisoning is
all only in a few crazy people’s (professional aircrews) and passengers heads… and blood, hair,
toenails, fat, liver and brains.

For now, just imagine that you were one of the 173 other passengers on this particularly terrible
flight from London to Valencia, sitting in maybe row 12a, with your vulnerable aged parents and
your very young, precious infant family.
This book has been specifically researched for 40 years and written, just for you – fellow airline
passenger and aircrew members.
This particular notifiable ‘Accident flight’ of August 2019 featured prominently in a new, latest
Cabin Air Quality documentary film ‘Everybody Flies’ (2019). While presenter Mike Powell of
the BBC actually ‘starred’ in that movie; meanwhile his colleague BBC Transport Correspondent
Tom Burridge calmly reported the continued chronic passenger ill health ‘story’ many months
later on 25th February 2020, after yet another separate, but even more serious passenger ‘Fume
event’ flight where Burridge summarised his story as:

“The toxic gases that may (sic) be harming aircrew and
passengers.”
Couldn’t this summary be considered the most understated, but typically BBC balanced claim
ever, of the past 20 years?
Everyone knows that serious, highly visible oil fume events like this formally logged accident,
only ever happen several times a day throughout the whole world, as the vast majority of flights
appear to be so-called ‘normal’. We will soon discover that any known fundamental design flaw
can never be ‘normal’.
The fact remains that these particular ‘accidents’ continue to happen daily, just like car accidents.
The public get hurt and according to the Authorities, there is at last now begrudging acceptance
of evidence of acute human ill health, but officially there is still unbelievably ‘No positive
evidence of chronic ill health’ after 60 years.
For example, the UK CAA now publish the following helpful information for: ‘Aircraft fume
events information for patients’ (sic) past, present and future.’
You are a potential ‘patient’ according to the CAA (Civil Aviation Authority).
But how do pregnant women, babies, minors and older frailer folk make sense of these soothing
words and clichés, when the written word of all professional aircrew is not believed concerning
an inconvenient illness, caused by exposure to toxic oil fumes in a confined space?

All such fume event accidents go into a deliberately and seemingly intentional lengthy
investigation phase (this shows the public that some action is being taken, but always tomorrow…) But his phase normally lasts for several years before any firm conclusions are
published for the confused sick public and lazy journalists who, because they weren’t there or
were personally affected, just accept the official report of the now long forgotten trauma of those
passengers and crew, who can nor will ever forget.
Official so-called ‘Accident investigators’ try to work out what happened and to whom, and to
date have previously and internationally repeatedly demanded the known technical solutions, for
example, poison detectors system being fitted, as a minimum solution to prevent further
accidents.
Smoke detectors, something which every other public place and private home has fitted as
standard and by law.
However, even the UK Air Accident Investigation Branch and other regulators fail to enforce
their own recommendations and orders, over many decades now…
So, passengers Gayle & Stephen reported to the BBC still being chronically sick from this
random ‘Fume event’ accident flight after 6 months and 20 days. That’s ‘chronic’ by any
reasonable doctors’ book, but very, few GP’s will know about this illness, which has over
decades become ‘normal’.
Exactly what does chronically happen over six decades to billions (where 4,000,000,000
passengers used to fly every year before Covid-19) of other human beings like you from a little
known, yet fundamental design flaw of both unfiltered and unmonitored ‘Bleed air’?
This evidence was routinely and clearly identified, and published in a U.S. published scientific
paper back on 11th-15th October 1955.
So this sad yet necessary, true, story starts but later in this book, you will be invited to compare
Gayle & Stephens comparatively recent ‘story’ with US business woman Robin Montmayeur’s
Statement of 4th June 2003, following her 13th December 2000 ‘fume event’ flight on an Airbus A
320… and countless other true ‘stories’…
Be prepared, because it gets a lot worse but very gradually and slowly, a bit like most ‘low dose’
toxic exposures over many years and decades.
This book is a true record of fact, yet it will likely be read more like a bizarre, sci fi horror story.

Once upon a time…

2. In the beginning...
Authoring a public interest book about how planes poison people seems an untimely subject in
the spring of 2020 with most jet planes grounded due to the Coronavirus pandemic.
Given that only a few so-called experts still claim that there is ‘no positive evidence of chronic
ill health’ as a result of the contaminated air people breathe in jets, it is time now for reflection
on the lifetime of one pilot and to share some evidence of other people who have also been
poisoned over the past 60 years.
Most flyers will never know how, which seems utterly impossible in 2020, but please do read on
as it is allowable to change one’s mind after being presented with evidence, which is exactly
what normally happens in public Courts.
This second Aerotoxic book is actually an update of Aerotoxic Syndrome – Aviation’s Darkest
Secret which was first published by Pilot Press in October 2014, but whilst the first book had
only John Hoyte’s name on the cover, it was actually written by ghost-writer Philip Whiteley and
edited by Susan Curran (RIP) who were paid to present John’s evidence at that time. Yet John’s
often inconvenient words and those of other aircrew and passengers’ words were not and have
never been ‘believed’.
Alas, sadly neither were Whiteley’s, Currans nor Learmount’s words believed, either.
David Learmount wrote the Foreword in 2014 which is repeated, as nothing has changed to alter
his views. Apart from David recently admitting that he too survived Aerotoxic Syndrome as a
former RAF pilot in the 1970’s and is now a much-esteemed and admired, senior aviation
journalist and commentator, and is ‘believed’ on other subjects as, David’s views are most
credible, especially to most ‘non flying’ folk, to whom all flying will always be a black art.
David is frequently on the BBC commentating on other aviation related issues, as an
acknowledged long term ‘Aviation expert’.
John decided to write this final Aerotoxic book (together with Australian co-author Brett Preiss)
as he felt it was important to use his own words, to give it his own voice. He will invariably write
some words which may upset others, but providing his evidence is true, it can be published as a

public duty, as human health is supposedly paramount, and any difficulties resolved later on in a
public Court in the normal way.
Many claim and continually crow that public health is most important, but that is only because
their employers and lawyers order them to do so, while the health of their business relationships
is actually even more paramount, if that’s possible.
John was also keen to avoid the ‘Establishment media’ who over the past decades have taken
Aerotoxic survivors’ words or testimonies and recorded them but then edited or twisted them
such that the words change context or even disappear completely, while never seeming to
understand the true meaning behind those words.
Here is a rare exception from 2013 of Toxic Flyer as brave Australian 60 Minutes journalist
Tanya Brown interviewed Professor Michael Bagshaw about the ‘Asbestos of the Skies.
That has been by far the worst part of dealing with some doctors, scientists and lawyers, as they
are supposed to serve us and ‘Do No Harm’, while not having a clue of how their clients or
patients' health really is; a crazy system of basic misrepresentation of their clients evidence.
The media also only ever tell selected parts of the story, while milking the issue for financial
reward oblivious of the actual meaning of their own empty words. This media scam was
highlighted in ‘Spotlight’, where the Boston Globe famously fully exposed the priest paedophile
‘System’ in 2003, but The Globes methodical, ruthless investigative journalists exposed the
whole rotten system, not the individual parts of that sorry story, which led to global changes of
complete systems.
This book contains a few references to John Hoyte’s varied and colourful flying career and if
readers wish to know more, they may read A Tale of Two Ag Pilots which co-author and flying
friend Peter Lawton and John published in 2017, again with their independent publishing
company Pilot Press, which sadly may be wound up in the future, but only due to lack of public
knowledge and awareness.
One of the unique and remarkable features of modern day electronic publishing is that outside
links are included in this text to allow readers to understand a point in greater depth or check
another point of view. Some links have been repeated deliberately, to encourage readers to watch
lengthy excellent documentary films, which support the evidence within this book.
If the examples of poisoned children or animals (for those who prefer them to human beings)
have been used as motives for introducing the known solutions as quickly as humanly possible –

that is conscionable in the authors’ opinion, as we must all now use every strong and valid reason
to expose a fundamentally flawed system.
The difficulty with many aspects of stories are that we know the beginning and then manage the
lengthy middle part of any story, but the ending of stories (as with Covid-19) is often very
unclear and this is definitely the case for Aerotoxic Syndrome where it seems like a never ending
nightmare of denial and deliberate delay, spread over six long decades.
Where even today the Civil Aviation Authority (CAA) seriously still claims that there is ‘No
positive evidence of chronic ill health’ (sic). Can these so-called ‘public servants’ – actually
read?
It is important to realize from the beginning that ‘YOU!’ in the book title means anyone who
flies, will fly or who has flown in jet planes – from the author to royalty, and that some people
(the young or old and more vulnerable humans) are by definition either more or less either
resilient or susceptible than others to harm in life – but this is all readily accepted medically and
no different from any other inconvenient human health issue.
It is also crucial to understand that what affects a pilot also affects a cabin crew or passenger or a
horse or an airline CEO like the remarkable Sir Richard Branson of Virgin Atlantic with his
family and friends.
It is irritating to find that certain lawyers and journalists report aerotoxic syndrome as a ‘pilot
disease’ only. That is unbelievably illogical, and one seriously questions their ability to
understand plain English and simple reasoning of exposure to any other known poison.
Most people know that ‘frequent flyers’ also fly far more often than aircrew. So again, why
should the groups be any different to each other?
There are estimated to be 1,000,000 frequent flyers with aerotoxic syndrome in Europe alone
with 34,000 in The Netherlands and 135,000 in the UK – some of the details are in this book, but
only using previously published evidence Dutch data from 2017.
The well accepted Health and Safety ‘Precautionary Principle’ of most industries is not enforced
either, as the airline industry enjoys its own special rules and laws.
As it is felt by John, especially after the past few years, that others feel that aircrews lives are
expendable, it is reasoned that it will be the fare paying passengers (especially the ‘A’ listed
celebs and ‘people who matter’) who will eventually be listened to by the ever competitive

aircraft manufacturers and airlines, as these special folk demand the known and now available
solutions.
John always knew it was sensible to use the stories from unsuspecting passengers who have been
poisoned on a single plane trip. Obviously, they were fit and well before they travelled, yet
something happened on their flight to cause them to go to hospital and then record their awful
experiences like Gayle and Stephen.
Over the past fourteen years, since John first discovered the cause of this own illness, the dated
Testimony from 2003 of female US passenger Robin Montmayeur which has been used
repeatedly by him, as it encapsulates very well the precise cause of ill health, the severity of the
injury but most importantly, the indifference of anybody with any horsepower to even
acknowledge her full Testimony (which appears later on in this book) and you may also watch
Robin in filmed interviews of the time – 15 years ago.
But as we will see, organophosphate (OP) exposure affects anyone. Even the sheep which were
compulsorily dipped before the scientists logically worked out that the poison (which was first
created back in World War 2) has many incredible properties – wrecking neurological systems,
making jet engines last longer and countless other domestic applications such as flame
retardants, but the original and primary function of OP’s was always - to do serious injury to
nervous systems.
It has always been John’s mantra as a Libran to try to be detached, objective, unemotional and be
fair to both sides of the Aerotoxic Syndrome so-called public open ‘debate’ and this is still the
case.
Yet as with any debate after 14 years; it’s good to finish it off at some point and get on with
more intelligent matters…
John attended a book publishing course in Amsterdam by serial publisher Gerry Robert of Black
Card Publishing in February 2020 who instructed the participants that they all had a ‘Moral
responsibility’ to publish their stories. It inspired John to retell his story and write only a few
short chapters. To keep the book and its contents simple enough such that any intelligent tenyear-old would understand it, as a snapshot of a subject that is complex, but easy enough to be
shared. In the expectation that it will save people’s lives.
John attended another Amsterdam workshop with number one wealth coach JT Foxx who also
inspired John to believe in yourself, your passions and ‘Just Do it’.

It is very important to John that he is not seen as the only person in the world who has been
seriously affected by aerotoxic syndrome and when he first found out in early 2006 he realized
that there were two other aircrew (cabin crew and pilot) within fifty meters of his house who had
also been affected. So he has known for fourteen years the cause of mass public ill health, which
has been quite a heavy burden to live with, especially with the constant ever shriller denial from
many.
The closest John got to a public Court recently was when he returned to the UK after a lengthy
trip to Europe, and the Border Police greeted him at Harwich, as one of the few ferry foot
passengers, “How long have you been away? What have you been doing?”
John told the slightly bored, yet charming uniformed officer about the aerotoxic issue.
As we both had time to chat informally, she kept asking further questions and John continued to
answer all of her interrogations. As her eyes got bigger and bigger from curiosity and
surprise, five other plain clothed public officers soon joined in the conversation all asking
questions but also saying, ‘How interesting’ and ‘Why aren’t the public being told?’ etc.
John always likes to finish a ‘first chat’ or ‘elevator pitch’ with anyone who doesn’t know, but
wants to know, as with the six UK Border Officers, by giving them some homework, just
Google: Flying, Fumes & Sick (FFS).
A First-Class passenger did just that in November 2019 and she soon discovered the taboo ‘A’
word, which sums up one of the most inconvenient of human illnesses.
However, that word was first defined twenty years earlier in 1999 by a US doctor, with scientists
from France and Australia, after about ten years of their own thorough research, so it’s not
exactly the latest breaking news.
Fortunately, the BBC have just updated the public in February 2020 so anyone can hear the latest
‘news’ from the government on so-called (so-called is always used to trivialize something)
aerotoxicity (a new term created by lawyers) and anyone can listen to the latest aerotoxicity BBC
‘news’ from 25th February 2020 here.
Yet the BBC are not allowed to mention certain taboo words and from 2008 onwards Aerotoxic
Syndrome and John’s humble Aerotoxic Association Ltd., the Charity trying to do good and
founded on 19th March 2007, appear to be two of those publicly banned words.
John wishes to devote his final book on Cabin Air Quality to Captain Tristan Loraine, formerly
of British Airways and BALPA who flew Concorde and has done more than any human being on

this planet to educate and inform the public about CAQ, along with Australian BAe 146 pilot Dr
Susan Michaelis.
Tristan is more important for John than any other person including doctors, as he literally saved
his life in early 2006 by introducing John to Welsh based OP expert Dr Sarah Myhill who helped
the ‘Sheep dip’ farmers. Tristan generously shared past evidence with John of what most State
doctors still do not know; but only out of ignorance and misinformation from above them, as the
public at large are seemingly still deliberately kept in the dark.
Tristan was awarded a British Citizen Award in January 2015 in recognition of his Cabin Air
work. From 2006 onwards he has become an award winning and accomplished film maker at
Fact Not Fiction Films.
John and the Aerotoxic Association appeared in his first second Cabin Air Quality documentary
of 2007 ‘Welcome Aboard Toxic Airlines’ and they both produced a fictional film forecasting the
eventual resolution ‘A Dark Reflection’ (Later known as ‘Flight 313: The Conspiracy’) in 2014
where many aircrew had cameo roles, John appearing as an airline CEO with some of his family
also assisting with the film as it was partly filmed in Jordan, which John unhesitatingly funded in
gratitude to Tristan’s dedication and work.
Tristan’s latest CAQ film ‘Everybody Flies’ was premiered in London in September 2019. The
film features the BBC and was recently shown publicly again in Glasgow, all to offer evidence to
the information starved flying public.
For John, the keyword for the hidden, covered up illness is obviously aerotoxic as he has now
run the Aerotoxic Association Ltd. the Charity for over thirteen years and invested everything
into his company (see Companies House for financial details) to keep it legal and decent.
Everyone likes an easy label for something so, just before the latest rescreening of the
documentary in 2020, John asked a canny local Glasgow scrap car dealer to give him one word
to summarise the toxic illness, after watching the film.
As the scrap man left early, before the Q&A, John asked him what the word was?
After some brief thought the scrap man said:
‘Cover-up’?
Errr…. No, but John knew exactly what he meant, as journalist Christopher Booker of Private
Eye and The Daily Telegraph had used precisely those same words on 24th June 2007:

“Pilots disabled by poisoned air
A few years back Susan Michaelis, Tristan Loraine and John Hoyte were successful airline
pilots, earning up to £100,000 a year. Last Monday, with health and livelihood destroyed, they
joined forces with some 20 other similarly disabled pilots, to launch a campaign to alert the
public to what should be seen as one of the most alarming scandals of our time.
Yet two days later came further evidence of how the regulatory authorities, in alliance with the
airline industry itself, have stopped at nothing to cover up a health disaster whose financial costs
for the industry could run to many billions.
The essence of the problem is that the air supply to the cockpits and cabins of many modern
airliners is bled off from their engines, where it becomes contaminated with carcinogens,
immunosuppressants and highly toxic organo-phosphorus (OP) chemicals, especially a
compound known as tricresyl phosphate (TCP) used as an anti-wear additive. Both crew and
passengers are thus exposed to small amounts of OPs and a cocktail of other nasties. OPs, more
commonly used as pesticides, cumulatively attack the nervous system, causing disorders ranging
from nausea, headaches and dizziness to, eventually, serious mental and physical breakdown.
Although this problem was first identified 30 years ago, following a near-fatal incident in the
US, it was kept so quiet that when hundreds of pilots in the 1980s began to experience adverse
reactions they had no idea why. One of the first to track down the cause was Susan Michaelis,
flying BA146s in Australia, when in 1997 she was permanently grounded by severe illness. Two
years later, at her instigation, an official inquiry by the Australian Senate heard enough expert
evidence to confirm that the cause of so many pilots and cabin crew suffering ill-health was
contamination of cabin air by TCP and other chemicals.
In 2001 the cause was taken up in Britain by Captain Loraine, a senior member of the British Air
Line Pilots Association (BALPA), who flew Boeing 757s. But from the industry and regulators,
such as the Civil Aviation Authority (CAA), they met with a wall of denials. Although more pilots
were suffering from "aerotoxic syndrome" every year, there began a cover-up which uncannily
paralleled the methods used by government in the 1990s when the health of thousands of farmers
was destroyed by OPs in sheep dip.
Ironically, in 2005, just after he had organised a BALPA conference of leading scientists and
other experts from all over the world, Captain Loraine himself became seriously affected.
Initially doctors for his airline saw no reason why he should not continue flying, but in 2006,
following further exposure to contaminated air, he was permanently grounded by the CAA.

The career of Captain Hoyte, an experienced BA146 pilot, ended the same year for the same
reason, although he was repeatedly told by doctors for his airline and the CAA that his only
problem was "stress".
Tests run on both pilots by the leading medical experts on OP poisoning, including Professor
Mohamed Abou-Donia, of Duke University, North Carolina, and neuropsychologist Dr Sarah
Mackenzie-Ross of University College, London, confirmed brain cell death, cognitive problems
and exposure to TCP, explaining why both had become textbook cases of OP-induced chronic
neurotoxicity.
Dr Mackenzie-Ross, who since 2003 has been carrying out an extensive study of sheep farmers
and airline pilots, has estimated that, in 2004, 197,000 airline passengers in Britain alone could
have been exposed to contaminated fumes. The evidence suggests that a great many people have
been made ill while flying without having any idea why. One of the scientists studying this
problem, Professor Chris van Netten, a Canadian epidemiologist, has analysed swabs taken
from many different airliners, finding traces of TCP in more than 80 per cent of the aircraft
tested.
Yet, despite the overwhelming weight of evidence, the regulators and the industry have continued
to deny that the TCP problem exists. For three years now, as with the sheep farmers before, the
British Government has relied on its Committee on Toxicity (CoT) to conduct a seemingly
interminable investigation into "cabin air quality", marked by a conspicuous reluctance to
address the problem of TCP.
Last week, Michaelis, Loraine and Hoyte joined forces at Portcullis House, Westminster, to
launch the Aerotoxic Association, backed by 110 MPs and many peers, including those veterans
of the battle to expose the scandal of OP poisoning, the Countess of Mar and Lord (Paul) Tyler.
On Wednesday, however, the CoT produced the minutes of yet another of its meetings. As official
obfuscation, they were almost self-parodic. They referred to BALPA submitting "data relating to
organo-phosphates", but this was the only reference to OPs in the document. The remaining 20
pages, dealing with anything from carbon monoxide to the need to review pilot-training
procedures, showed that the committee had no interest in whether airline crews and passengers
were being poisoned by TCP from engine oil. It is high time this particular cover-up was blown
wide open.”
“I only wanted to fly aeroplanes”, as Captain Brian Porter, John’s oldest flying colleague and
friend observed in the 1970’s, as John had dreams to fly.

3. Shattered Dreams
John Grahame Hoyte was born on 17th October 1955 in Edinburgh. He had always dreamed of
becoming a pilot since witnessing his father, Grahame, manage an aerial crop spraying company,
Westwick Distributors, in the late 1950’s in rural Norfolk, UK.
John joined the CCF or Combined Cadet Corps and glided solo at school but then failed the strict
RAF aircrew selection like most others, but his burning desire to fly never ended.
After John left the safe sanctuary of Town Close House, Norwich and Woodbridge School in
Suffolk boarding schools in 1972, he trained as a Gas Measurement Officer for Phillips
Petroleum where he also monitored local pollution levels for sulphur dioxide.
John’s New Year’s resolution for 1976 was to learn how to fly. He then learnt to fly at the
Norfolk & Norwich Aero Club, RAF Swanton Morley, Norfolk UK from 1976 to 1977 after
which after being NNAC’s Operations Manager for a year, led to teaching others to fly as a full
Flying Instructor for two years for the Staverton Flying School at Staverton Airport,
Gloucestershire in 1978 and 1979. A most memorable and happy period where fellow flying
instructor Russ Watkins would state – “The greater the challenge, the greater the victory.”
John then realized his boyhood dream of ‘low flying’ as an aerial crop spraying pilot in the UK,
Kenya and South Australia and using organophosphates (OP’s) after working for a year on the
ground to confirm his passion. However, John absolutely understood the dangers of OP’s, as
recorded in his personal diary of 13th May 1980 where John passed with flying colours his first
Civil Aviation Authority Class 1 medical. But John also had his blood sampled and eye pupils
photographed by the knowledgeable CAA doctor, as the doctor was well aware, even then, of the
potential danger from OP’s.
John fully understood the potential fatal effects of OP’s on humans which were and still are
clearly stated in black and white and for all time in the CAA Aerial Crop Spraying Operators
Manual of the 1970’s, which can be viewed as evidence in the formal document with CAA
approved July 1974 ‘Aerial Application Manual’ at the end of John’s earlier 2017 book: A Tale
of Two Ag Pilots.
John first developed and pioneered Aerial Fire Fighting in South Australia for three fire seasons
in the 1980’s before marrying in 1986 and wanting children, a more stable and safer lifestyle.
which all pilots yearn and work hard towards, but also like most other professionals in life?
John therefore elected to leave dangerous low flying (he nearly killed himself on a final routine
ferry flight in bad weather from Shropshire to Old Buckenham airfield on 17th September 1987)
to explore other, ‘safer’ areas of aviation.

John Hoyte with a De Havilland Beaver in the 1980’s South Australia where he successfully pioneered Aerial Fire
Fighting over three fire seasons. (Photo Credit: John Hoyte)

From September 1987, John flew WW 2 era DC 3 Dakotas and twin Cessna’s for Air Atlantique
on ad hoc day and night freight and he also flew for Maritime Pollution Control (including Piper

Alpha and Ocean Odyssey oil rig disasters) for two incredibly interesting and fun years still with
100% perfect health, as he has always enjoyed excellent health and DNA from his long lived
mostly Scottish parents.
In 1989 John saw on the cover of Flight International a picture of a BAe 146 doing a steep
climbing, left hand turn – wow, that looked a fun jet to be bored on…

BAe 146 200 Quiet Trader G TNTB – John Hoyte’s first flight on 15th October 1989 at Prestwick airport, Scotland.
UK. Fresh air is drawn in through the front of four main jet engines with a smaller APU (Auxiliary Power Unit) jet
engine at the rear.

John wanted even safer flying, so he left the fun of Air Atlantique to join Air Foyle/TNT and
along with a few other good friends began to be trained to fly the BAe 146 four engine jet in
September 1989. On the two week technical course at Hatfield John was told that, because the jet
could go up to 30,000 feet it needed pressurized ‘Bleed or Engine air’ from the four jet engines
in order to pressurize the cockpit and cabin to 8,000 feet.
This just didn’t sound quite right at the time to John, but as the instructor was THE expert, who
would challenge by then what was a 30-year-old tried and tested design of ‘Bleed air’. Certainly
not a 34 year old brand new jet pilot, who only wanted to fly aeroplanes.

After two weeks in the simulator at Hatfield and a quick familiarisation flight at Prestwick with a
mediocre first landing, John was ready to work again, but now only in a Bleed air jet.
Permanent night flying was fabulous around Europe using Cologne/Bonn airfield in Germany as
the TNT hub by delivering overnight freight where around 20 BAe 146’s from the main
European countries all converged upon the hub five nights a week. While at weekends top
racehorses such as Istabraq - the Cheltenham Gold cup winner (where the horse was apparently
worth more than the BAe 146) and other high value freight, including nuclear waste, was
transported ad hoc.
However, in the spring of 1990, around six months after first flying the BAe 146 John was
suddenly hit by, mysterious ill health whilst walking down the aisle in a low cost Cologne
supermarket where the coloured goods on the shelves jumped around and the ceiling lights
moved alarmingly.
He had walked into that German supermarket aged 34 years and staggered out into the bright
spring sunshine feeling about 96 years of age, with intense overheating symptoms and soon, a
myriad of neurological disorders, which from that spring day on slowly and subtly intensified.
John’s personal symptoms developed quickly into the following: Sweating (severe over heating),
pin prick pupils, visual disturbances, echo in head as words echoed loudly around, chronic
fatigue (masked by permanent night flying), loss of balance, poor speech of mispronouncing
long words, poor short term memory, difficult thought processing, loss of sex drive (six years
between children, when three years were wanted), alcohol intolerance and but a common feeling
of being permanently inebriated – not good at all for anyone of 34 years of age and in the prime
of their flying life.
However, as John was night flying for nine years, all of the other pilots in the tight group of
family also complained of similar symptoms due to the lifestyle, so it became accepted as
‘normal’. The money was fantastic and ironically there was a great final salary pension and
health cover (sic).
John became a mute actor playing his part with checklists and a happy family of ‘Can Do’
mission orientated, very well remunerated professional pilots.
But the symptoms intensified subtly and remorselessly over the next eight years, but he chose not
to share any of the obviously invisible others symptoms (apart from the noticeable exhaustion) at
all with his wife, his GP doctor, his Aero Medical Examiner (AME) or other pilot colleagues - as
on balance, the flying was still a great job and he dreaded losing it all so just kept quiet, very
quiet as by now he couldn’t even speak easily.

John privately finally linked his symptoms to permanent ‘Night Flying’ in around 1997 and then
logically left Air Foyle/TNT to go to ‘Day’ flying for Jersey European Airways – (still on the
BAe 146), which would become British European and finally Flybe at Birmingham airport –
passenger flying with what aircrew call ‘self-loading freight’ in the spring of 1998, as there was
a cyclical boom in flying – so grab the opportunity and just move on…
Air France was our main ‘Code Share’ customer and as John has always loved the French, spoke
their language badly, their passionate values and way of life, so an even happier period on
balance. Especially when the French won the football world cup of 1998 and all aircrew had red,
white and blue dashes on our cheeks…
Initially the day flying was a pleasant change from non stop night freight flying with very pretty
girls and more civilized hours of work, but still - the by now, permanent chronic ill health had set
in and left John feeling more like a silent zombie, but he wouldn’t find out why for eight more
years of the cause, which was always right under his nose.
In September 2001, John trained to become a BAe 146 Line Training Captain in a desperate but
planned attempt to fly less, by aiming to work with a more predictable lifestyle of the BAe 146
simulator at Woodford. This was a reward for any pilot after lots of line flying and teaching,
which John has always enjoyed, as he never found flying easy and always wanted to simplify it
for others.
You can witness John’s deteriorated speech here as he was filmed for about an hour being kindly
criticized by his fellow peer, an Icelandic Boeing 747 pilot who was also training to be a
Training Captain. While Kiwi Captain Simon Wright, a fellow Flybe pilot and good friend,
witnessed this deeply embarrassing episode, showing John with still four years to go before
finally melting down and ‘Failing safe’ in 2004 and 2005.
On 31st December 2002, John was involved in his one and only fully recorded visible oil ‘Fume
event’ whilst flying a BAe 146 G JEAU, which transformed only the passenger cabin of the
aircraft into a gas chamber with dense white, visible oil fumes and this would be his one and
only formally logged and recorded oil ‘fume event’ in 16 years of jet airline flying.
Although many BAe 146 pilots describe equally bad visible oil fume events on the ground from
the Auxiliary Power Unit or APU, which had a habit of transforming the modern jet aircraft
again into a gas chamber from a cold start, but these regular fume events are never logged, as
they are extremely frequent and therefore have become, ‘normal’.
On 29th August 2004 John was scheduled to fly a Flybe BAe 146 from Birmingham to Salzburg.

He was in two minds as to whether to fly or tell the rest of the crew that he wasn’t fit enough to
fly, and leave. Sitting in the right hand seat of the BAe 146 on the apron at Birmingham airport,
he was sweating and uncomfortable trying to decide.
But not feeling too well was not exactly new to John by then; as he had been unwell
continuously since that Cologne supermarket spring day of 1990. But his health problems had
become much more threatening over the previous few years and months – rather like a bucket
filling up, and on that hot summer’s day in 2004, his condition was particularly bad to
overflowing.
John felt confused and dizzy, yet calm. His memory was impaired, and his hand–eye
coordination was by then, shot to pieces.
On the plus side, John had been flying the BAe 146 for fifteen years and had been a pilot for a
quarter of a century. Under normal circumstances, flying an aircraft came easily to him. He
found it no harder than riding a bike. Even feeling as bad as he did,
John knew he could just about cope with the routines of taking off, cruising and landing in
normal conditions.
However, the conditions were not normal. Problem one was John’s condition, and his seriously
impaired motor skills and cognitive abilities which had lived with for about 15 years by then.
Problem two was Salzburg, the destination. Airfields are graded for the difficulty of take-off and
landing, going from A (the safest) to C (the trickiest) - typically, an airfield in a mountainous
region, with limited runway length or peculiar weather conditions. Most airfields used for
commercial flights are category A, but Salzburg is not; it’s a category B.
Problem three was the weather. The local weather forecast on arrival was terrible, with
unpredictable heavy summer thunderstorms expected.
Problem four was the state of the crew. They had all experienced multiple major roster changes
and John was due to act as a First Officer in the right hand seat for a Captain who had never been
to Salzburg before, so he could not comfortably leave the approach and landing to him as John
would have been flying from the unfamiliar right hand seat.
Problem five was the fuel onboard: they only had just enough for the flight and could run into
severe difficulties if they had to delay landing and then divert to another European airport.

All the major deterrent factors for a disaster to occur were present: pilots, destination airport,
weather, crew, fuel. In many jobs, people who feel as unwell as John felt at that moment would
automatically cry off sick, but that’s just not the ethos among commercial pilots.
This is well known to all pilots as the ‘Swiss Cheese model’ of Professor James Reason, where
all the holes line up, allowing an accident to happen.
Plus there is much psychological pressure placed on aircrew to fulfil their assignments or
missions and keep their passengers happy unless they absolutely cannot do so, and if they do opt
to pull out, they cannot expect much sympathy from their bosses.
However strong the arguments against flying seemed to John, he believed he would land in even
serious trouble if he gave into them.
Even so, John decided to face that trouble, and got out of the cockpit. He told his good friend
Captain Mike Houston on the flight deck exactly how he felt and walked off the aircraft, out of
Birmingham airport and drove home with the window down enjoying the warm summer air.
Did John get into trouble as a result?
More trouble than he had ever imagined up to that moment. The decision John made that day
would to lead to a seemingly endless series of battles with the airline, aviation regulators, the
wider industry, its doctors, scientists, advisers and governments.
Those battles have still not ended. But just as John knew he shouldn’t fly that August day in
2004; he also knows now that he has to persist with the subsequent battles.
The ill-health symptoms he was experiencing were not at all unique, they are common to many
aircrews and to passengers as well. Not all sick aircrew make the choice John made, and he
wouldn’t blame them for that, because they face a terrible outcome whichever choice they make.
That this is the case should concern anyone who ever gets into a bleed air system jet aeroplane.
The fact that John was too ill to fly that day was not bad luck. It was not his imagination. It was
not his fault either. If it was anyone’s fault, it was the air industry’s responsibility.
John would meet CAA psychiatrist Professor Gordon Turnbull for the first time. Gordon had
previously managed Terry Waite and John McCarthy after being incarcerated in Beirut but now
was the CAA’s Chief Psychiatrist. After a few months, he would eventually put John’s
difficulties down to Post Traumatic Stress Disorder or PTSD. But John’s ‘trauma’ had lasted
about fourteen years, so it wasn’t a sudden trauma problem, it had become slowly ‘normal’.

Due to financial pressure in early 2005, John returned to flying after a short break resting but
flew ‘75% part time’. This he would understand later as the slowly ‘failing safe’ and with sudden
reduced pay at fifty years old.
His last flight was on 30th June 2005 on a milk run flight to Edinburgh. However, it would be his
last flight, as the crew had to deal with an electric fume event in Edinburgh. They flew back to
Birmingham, forgetting to put the gear down until reminded by the automatic system. Time to
stop.
By now, John was near suicidal with complex neurological symptoms. The months leading up to
his 50th birthday on 17th October 2005 and the end of the year of 2005 was his personal melt
down and eventual formal grounding in early 2006 would be by far the worst time of his life, as a
pilot who had for some reason failed and let everyone down.
John needed medical help with not only his health but with the ‘Loss of Licence’ paperwork. So,
he had to choose between Professor Michael Bagshaw, a doctor, or Captain Julian Soddy of
BALPA, his Union. John chose the doctor as he was obviously most keen to understand the
underlying cause of his ill long-term health and dramatic ‘failure’ more than anything else.
In the early January 2006, John would be called out of the blue by Captain Tristan Loraine of BA
(British Airways) and BALPA (British Airline Pilot Association) whilst standing outside Tesco’s
in Warwick.
Did John, as a BALPA pilot, wish to be part of some toxic air testing by University College
London?
Well yes, of course - as John was doing nothing else apart from trying to retrain as a driving
instructor (which he embarrassingly failed on the AA test drive) and a Health & Safety manager
for his former wife’s company. This meant he had to do a NEBOSH course to try and help his
former wife’s business and get back to some sort of work.
UCL University College London were doing some long overdue professional testing of 27
BALPA union pilots.
John had joined BALPA in early 2005, as he thought he would need their help one day as a big,
powerful union, instead of the far smaller Independent Pilot Association (IPA) he had been part
of previously. Ironically, it turns out the IPA would have been a wiser choice to stay with, but
hindsight is a most wonderful thing.

Suddenly, John’s symptoms, which had begun 16 years previously in the Cologne supermarket
and which he had still not told a single soul about, were starting to make some absolute concrete
sense.
Several other senior Flybe pilots had been grounded in 2005, so at least three other Flybe
BAe146 pilots would be considered for UCL testing of cognition, blood and fat.
There were 27 BALPA pilots all together with around half or thirteen from the BAe 146 and the
other half from Boeing 757’s.
Both aircraft have long term associations with appalling cabin air quality and mass public ill
health – most of the public even know about the BAe 146’s reputation as a ‘Gas Chamber’, but
never the actual reality, obviously.
John met Dr Sarah Mackenzie Ross (SMR) of UCL who was leading the research and other
University researchers as SMR had been involved in the extensive testing of the sheep dip
farmers, who had been seriously affected by organophosphates in the 1980’s and 1990’s.
At long last some reasons for his cause of serious human ill health in a well organized, formal
study which had been planned by UCL and eventually lead to urgent conclusions?
By 22nd May 2006 John had worked it out and wrote a slightly naïve Statement.
However, as the word of professional aircrew tends to not be believed, it proved to be pointless.
John still stands by every word in the Statement. He was particularly pleased to have included
the words ‘Covering-up’ & ‘Criminal’, as the cause of the illness was blindingly obvious to
many, even back in 2006.
Here is John’s 22nd May 2006 Statement, exactly:

To whom it may concern.
It has been long accepted and admitted that compressed air from jet engines has been
contaminated with engine oil which contains many harmful chemicals including VOC’s and
Organophosphate substances which are universally accepted to be harmful to health with wellknown symptoms.

The UK Government has been aware and discussing the problem for a number of years whilst
the vast majority of the public and medical profession remain completely unaware of the scale
and extent of the problem.
As a result of 27 pilots blood and fat being tested in March – May of 2006 with associated
memory and cognitive function tests carried out at the same time by UCL (University College
London) it has revealed shocking and incontrovertible evidence that there is a serious health
hazard for anybody who flies in these aeroplanes; especially the crews and is therefore a serious
flight safety issue. The report will be available from May 22nd 2006 but may be restricted in its
distribution for obvious reasons.
Other people known to be probably affected are the entire Royal family and senior members of
the Government who have flown on the BAe 146 for the last twenty years and cannot have
escaped the same contamination.
The BAe 146 and Boeing 757 are well known for being the worst offenders of commercial
airliners, possibly due to sharing a similar make of APU or Auxiliary Power Unit and its use on
the ground.
There have been many incidents and fatal accidents attributed to ‘fatigue’ and ‘pilot error’ on
the BAe 146 and B. 757 over the years but never any suggestion that contaminated air is
fundamentally to blame.
I wish to make it clear that due to intense covering up of the phenomenon over the past ten years
or more it is now my duty to point out that any accident in the future should be regarded as
probably being caused by this effect and for any suggestion that it is not a factor to be subject of
a criminal enquiry and manslaughter charges for those people denying the link.
Statement by:
John Grahame Hoyte
22nd May 2006.

4. What is Aerotoxic Syndrome?
After ten years of international research in the 1990’s between USAF Flight Surgeon Doctor
Harry Hoffman, French Environmental scientist Dr Christophe Balouet and Toxicologist

Professor Chris Winder of Australia – together they published the first paper on ‘Aerotoxic
Syndrome’ on 20th October 1999 called:
AEROTOXIC SYNDROME: ADVERSE HEALTH EFFECTS FOLLOWING EXPOSURE TO
JET OIL MIST DURING COMMERCIAL FLIGHT.
Note how there is no mention of pilots, passengers or flight attendants, just ADVERSE
HEALTH EFFECTS. The paper was published for ALL human beings and this point will be
repeated throughout this book, even airline CEO’s and their families.
It includes you, as well.
So, it doesn’t matter if you the reader are The Pope, A Cabin Crew, Ms Smith, a baby, a First
Officer, a frequent flying passenger, a teenager, a First Class passenger, an ‘A’ grade celeb like
Tom Hanks, Madonna, Maradona, or Daisy Do, or a low-cost passenger, a Pilot, A Training
Captain, a Business Class passenger, a Boeing or Airbus employee, a Flight Attendant, an airline
CEO – everyone but everyone gets more or less the exact SAME air to breathe in any jet
aeroplane.
It’s pretty basic, fundamental stuff but vitally important to understand that we are ALL the same
when it comes to breathing or being exposed to either cockpit or cabin air.
However, as will be explored later – we all have different tolerances to external factors,
depending on age, pre-existing medical conditions and susceptibility to chemicals (be they good
ones like perfumes or bad ones like organophosphates). But keep tobacco smoking in mind
(which is now mostly rightly taboo) and it’s just the same, as it was neatly pointed out in the
Foreword by David Learmount.
Incidentally, tobacco smoking on all planes was considered the ‘norm’ until around 1985 when
suddenly the anti-smoking lobby won the day and any smoking was soon banned on all aircraft. I
began flying jets in 1989 and one captain insisted on smoking in the BAe 146 cockpit for a
while!
Even though smoking was banned on aircraft, there were still the odd, smoky smells in most jet
aircraft cabins – where might these permanent smells still be coming from?
We will find out later on.
It has been frequently noted over the years that aerotoxic illness has been dubbed a ‘Pilot or
Aircrew Disease’ only by certain people with a vested interest to confuse others.

The last thing that the manufacturers and airlines clearly want is for the billions of passengers to
realize that they breathe exactly the same air and will logically all be potentially affected in
exactly the same way.
For every Pilot there are about five Cabin Crew or Flight Attendants (US term) and thousands of
passengers – all impossible to quantify, so percentages here are easier to grasp.
Pilots represent about 0.1% of the total of society whilst Cabin Crew or Flight Attendants
another tiny percentage. Whilst the vast majority, the 99.7%, are the passengers, and it doesn’t
matter whether they are in Business/First/Economy or Biz jets, we all essentially breathe or are
exposed to the SAME air, while in any jet aircraft.
So, the knowledge and the solutions of Aerotoxic Syndrome are therefore in the interests of
anyone or all who fly in jets.
The clear difference for passengers is that they are paying their hard-earned money for the flight
and privilege but can also get Aerotoxic Syndrome, which they may not be too happy to find out
about, now - especially while the solutions exist…
Here is the actual technical abstract or summary from that first 1999 Aerotoxic Syndrome
published paper introduced earlier:
“Materials used in the operation of aircraft may contain hazardous ingredients, some with
significant toxicities, and need care in handling and use. Some maintenance or operational
activities, such as leaks or poorly controlled maintenance procedures, can, through
contamination of aircraft cabin air, produce unwanted exposures to
personnel and passengers. Occasionally, such exposures (either short term intense or long-term
low level) may be of a magnitude to induce symptoms of toxicity. The symptoms reported by
exposed individuals are sufficiently consistent to indicate the possibility of a discrete
occupational health condition, termed aerotoxic syndrome.
Features of this syndrome are that it is associated with air crew exposure at altitude to
atmospheric contaminants from engine oil or other aircraft fluids, chronologically juxtaposed by
the development of a consistent symptomology of irritancy, sensitivity and neurotoxicity. This
syndrome may be reversible following brief exposures, but features are emerging of a chronic
syndrome following moderate to substantial exposures”.
Here is a list of symptoms recorded in air crews only by the three international aerotoxic
researchers from the US, France and Australia over 20 years ago…

“Symptoms were reported from single exposures to elevated exposures (see photo of a visible oil
‘Fume event’), and from long-term low-level exposures to low level oil leaks or residual
problems from previous contamination.
Combined exposures (that is, short term intense exposures combined with low-level long-term
exposures) were also prevalent.
Symptoms from single or short term exposures include: blurred or tunnel vision, disorientation,
memory impairment, shaking and tremors, nausea/vomiting, paraesthesia, loss of balance and
vertigo, seizures, loss of consciousness, headache, light headedness, dizziness, confusion and
feeling intoxicated, breathing difficulties (shortness of breath, tightness in chest, respiratory
failure), increased heart rate and palpitations, nystagmus, irritation (eyes, nose and upper
airways).
Most people can work out that if one person suffers the above symptoms from one single flight,
then multiplying that by a factor of 10 or 100 or 1000 or 10,000 flights as many aircrew and
frequent flyers do causes much more intense ill health symptoms.
‘The dose makes the poison’.
Symptoms from long term low level exposure or residual symptoms from short term exposures
include: memory impairment, forgetfulness, lack of coordination, nausea/vomiting, diarrhoea,
respiratory problems, chest pain, severe headaches, dizziness and feeling intoxicated, weakness
and fatigue (leading to chronic fatigue),
exhaustion, increased heart rate and palpitations, numbness (fingers, lips, limbs), hot flashes,
joint pain, muscle weakness and pain, salivation, irritation (eyes, nose and upper airways), skin
itching and rashes, skin blisters (on uncovered body parts), signs of immunosuppression, hair
loss, chemical sensitivity leading to acquired or multiple chemical sensitivity.
It is also apparent that some symptoms occur immediately or soon after exposure, for example,
many of the irritant, gastric, nervous and respiratory effects. However, others, such as nervous
system impairment, immunodepression and chemical sensitivity, develop later, perhaps months
after exposures may have ceased.
Further, while some of these symptoms are fully reversible, others appear to persist for longer.
Debate is also continuing about the links between exposure and some of longer-term symptoms
(such as chemical sensitivity). Symptom severity depends on a number of factors, including the
range of contaminants present, the intensity, duration and frequency of exposure, toxicity of
compounds (expectedly influenced by cabin environment factors such as humidity, decreased

oxygen concentration and contaminants such as carbon monoxide), and individual
susceptibility.
While single/long term exposure to aircraft engine lubricants and hydraulics (basically due to
their chemical content and possible thermal decomposition products) is diagnosed as
responsible for the aerotoxic syndrome, aircrew or passengers exposed to same events or similar
doses do not necessarily develop same symptom severity.
The variation in symptoms severity is attributed to individual susceptibility, including
anaphylactic response, may also depend on other potentiation factors, including prior exposure
events.
Aerotoxic Syndrome
The symptoms reported by exposed individuals as shown in Table 1 are sufficiently consistent to
indicate the development of a discrete occupational health condition, and the term aerotoxic
syndrome is introduced to describe it. Features of this syndrome are that it is associated with air
crew exposure at altitude to atmospheric
contaminants from engine oil or other aircraft fluids, chronologically juxtaposed by the
development of a consistent symptomology of irritancy, sensitivity and neurotoxicity.
This syndrome may be reversible following brief exposures, but features are emerging of a
chronic syndrome following significant exposures”.
Pure logic and evidence from 1999…
So, by now you should be getting a feeling for the type of illness which results from exposure to
oil fumes, either from a single exposure or repeated low or high doses:
A photograph of an oil ‘Fume event’ taken by passenger Lucy Brown on a BA flight from
London UK to Valencia in Spain on 5th August 2019 – you may read more about the cause of the
typical symptoms of the passengers from that earlier example Fume event flight here:

A visible oil fume event photo taken on 5th August 2019 by a passenger. (Photo Credit: Lucy Brown).

The next wording from the original title to deal with are the most unfortunate of words to ever be
used in a published scientific paper – COMMERCIAL FLIGHT.
As soon as COMMERCIAL anything is concerned, whether it be hair, horses, or health there is
money at play, huge amounts of money, especially if you harm or injure someone either
deliberately or unintentionally.
Much of science is commercially inconvenient and Aerotoxic Syndrome is no exception, as we
shall see later.
So much has been written and debated about Aerotoxic Syndrome around the world since 1999.
Yet, it is by definition, not welcomed by the airline or manufacturers or governments who still
maintain that there is ‘No positive evidence’ as the illness in humans represents a huge threat to
the established status quo so essentially this book is trying to present some ‘positive evidence’,
that’s all and you, the reader are both the judge and jury.
One obviously concerned Boeing engineer George Bates (RIP) described the poisoning in 2007:

“Bottom line is, I think we are looking for a tombstone before anyone with any horsepower is
going to take an interest.”
George was referring of course to, ”The Tombstone Imperative – The Truth about Air Safety”
which was about John’s aviation writing colleague Andy Weir, who published his insightful
book in 2000, at about the time John was about to be grounded.
Andy interviewed John in early July 2005, just after John had been finally grounded, knowing
that something was very badly wrong by then, but not exactly what, until early 2006.
How many humans are affected by Aerotoxic Syndrome?
Zero, a few, some, many, countless?
Here are some black and white figures.
From 2006, Dr Sarah Mackenzie Ross of University College London who at the time was busy
researching the inconvenient illness for several years had calculated that around 192,000197,000 UK passengers a year were being affected at that time.
She also explained that these UK passengers would be visiting their GP’s for help and this figure
has been repeatedly quoted, yet always - mostly ignored by others who are not personally
affected.
In football terms – two Wembley stadiums of people.
In October 2019 John became aware of a 2017 Dutch survey study which was originally carried
out to determine the market for protective equipment for airline passengers.
It published that there were around 1,000,000 frequent flyers and aircrew with Aerotoxic
Syndrome or managing the previously published symptoms in Europe alone.
There are about 34,000 frequent flyers in The Netherlands and therefore proportionality 135,000
in the UK, 166,000 in Germany, 130,000 in France, 120,000 in Italy, 23,000 in Belgium, 20,000
in Sweden, 17,000 in Switzerland, 93,000 in Spain, 11,000 in Denmark, 10,000 in Ireland etc.
Mostly wealthy, frequent flying passengers but also aircrews who are being treated like guinea
pigs. We all know that ‘Jet Lag’ was more or less invented when jets began flying but only
East/West/East and is caused by disruption to circadian body rhythms, which most people accept

as true, as anyone fighting the clock by crossing time zones East/West/East is going to feel
exhausted and tired.
However, how many people who think they have jet lag actually have unknowingly been
poisoned and have Aerotoxic Syndrome.
A most convenient cover for the airlines and easily deliberately – confused to become –
‘normal’.

5. Bleed Air: A Fundamental Design Flaw.
All aircraft which fly below 10,000’ altitude, rely on the crew and passengers breathing outside
air or ambient air or normal air which, although lower in pressure than at ground level, is like
being at the top of a small mountain and fine for most people.
John spent the first half of his flying career at about 2’-3’ off the ground aerial crop spraying and
then progressed onto other types of flying in WW 2 era DC 3’s Dakotas.
They were never allowed to go above 10,000’ and we needed bottled oxygen if we ever flew
over the alps at around 15,500’.
Most light aircraft cruise at only around 2,000’ above the ground and flyers always breathe fresh
air with simple Carbon Monoxide poison detectors fitted, as standard.
When jet flying first began in the 1950’s, the engineers quickly needed to find a way to get
pressurized air into the jet cabins as no one can survive for long at 30,000’ or even lower. All
human bodies begin to shut down in seconds from lack of oxygen or Hypoxia.
So, the early jets such as the Boeing 707 and DC 8 had mechanical air pumps which were used to
take the outside air and to boost its pressure, a bit like a bicycle pump does. However, as these
mechanical air pumps with 1950’s components kept failing, the accountants were upset by the
numerous aircraft ‘tech’ problems and delays.
The accountants wanted a more reliable system which would not fail so regularly and mess up
everyone’s lives, as no one ever wants a grounded jet.

In the late 1950’s a new jet appeared, a French built Sud Aviation Caravelle, which had a new
feature called ‘Bleed Air’ in which air was ‘bled’ or piped off the two jet engines directly into
the cabin.
Engineers had discovered a way of piping the high pressure air off the jet engine, from about half
way down, where it is at much higher pressure than the ambient pressure at the front, but just
before the combustion part of the process, to avoid any fuel or smoke from that part of the
process.
Watch this 2 minute film to understand both how bleed air works but also, doesn’t work.
This apparent Win/Win system was rapidly picked up on by the Boeing engineers and
accountants from about 1962 onwards with their Boeing 727, 737, 747, 757, 767, 777 jets and all
other aircraft manufacturers, as it seemed the best possible method of pressurising jet cabins.
However, even in the 1950’s there was an awareness of the fundamental design flaw dangers of
‘Bleed air’ and this German time line from 1944 shows the documents of the time demonstrating
the beginning of the major flaw, which the accountants had unsurprisingly dismissed and still do,
but the engineers and scientists knew all about.
This particular document was published only a few days before my birthday in October 1955.
Keeping the air and the highly toxic oil apart was and still is the impossible task of ‘seals’ within
the jet engine, but these are ‘Wet Seals’ which are designed as a total loss system, such that the
oil should be all ‘lost’ eventually by the process, both out of the exhaust but also flowing into the
cabin, via the bleed air. These seals are designed to leak.
Filters were originally included in the system to extract any oil from the contaminated bleed air
but they quickly became blocked with oil, therefore there are no filters in bleed air lines – the hot
air is completely unfiltered.
Don’t listen to the manufacturers claims about ‘filters in planes’ they are describing filtering the
50% RECIRCULATED internal air – with hospital grade filters, it still sounds impressive and
reassuring, doesn’t it?
But Bleed air is STILL unfiltered on about 95% of all jet planes, including turbo prop jets.
Remember, most people were smoking tobacco in those days, so who would possibly mind some
extra mixed up fumes whilst flying? This would of course be exposed in the 1980’s when

tobacco smoking was finally and suddenly ruthlessly outlawed as being deadly
‘Dangerous’. Whilst OP’s are still, somehow OK?
It is a feature of most jets that the main, big jet engines use bleed air, but so do the much smaller
jet engines known as Auxiliary Power Units (or APU’s) positioned in the tail of the aircraft
which are used both on the ground and in the air to supply vital services of warm/cool air and
electricity.
So now there is ‘Bleed air’ from two separate sources – both jet main engines AND APU’s.
We now need to deal with the consequences of what happens when the pure clean air from
outside mixes with the toxic oil in both the main jet engines and APU’s.
Oil is a manmade or synthetic substance which is made up of countless (126) toxic chemicals.
Measurements to date show at least 126 complex chemical compounds but by far the worst
chemicals present are the OP’s.
Many scientists, chemists and doctors will already be well aware of OP’s, as these chemicals
were originally developed during WW2 by the Nazis to harm human neurological systems. They
were designed to do harm.
After the war, Professor Solly Zuckerman, who also resided in Norfolk, UK was one of the first
scientists to understand their danger, which can be noted from this 20th January 2004 published
‘OP Report’ commissioned by the Rowntree Foundation:
Probably the most striking part of the OP (organophosphate) chemical saga is its relentless
predictability. From the first warnings in 1951 about the dangers of OPs from Sir Solly
Zuckerman right up to today’s Gulf War inquiries in the United States and the UK, the pattern
has been the same: warnings followed by more research leading to conclusions which beget
more research and more warnings before the cycle begins again.
For those who have been poisoned and have lived with failing health for years and years,
watching these events unfold must be like enduring a horrifying drama which had a beginning
but which, as yet, has no end. They, like everyone else who has followed the drama, know that
OP chemicals were formulated with one aim in mind: to poison by destroying the nervous
system. It really shouldn’t be a surprise to politicians and scientists anywhere where OPs are
used that some people, for whatever reason, end up sick and crippled because they, quite
innocently, came into contact with these highly dangerous chemicals. In the case of sheep
farmers, the heartache and misery of their families is compounded by knowing that, for a time,
Governments forced them to dip under the law.

Prove that OPs poison people, say the companies which manufacture these chemicals - and
politicians often say the same thing. That is why there is so much research, revisiting the tiniest
findings from previous work which might prove or disprove part of the drama. But why? If
someone is shot, do scientists spend years trying to work out the trajectory of the bullet, the make
of the weapon, or the circumstances in which the trigger was pulled rather than treating the
wounded person and trying to prevent more fighting? Of course not, because no conflict would
ever be resolved if they did.
The OP drama is another conflict, this time between the victims, those who make the chemicals
and the politicians who have prevaricate in finding a resolution. No one knows how many have
suffered, although the Government is now making some attempt to find out by examining the
databases collected by the OP Information Network (OPIN) and others down the years. No one
knows exactly how many tonnes of OP chemical are manufactured each year and released into
our environment for use by unsuspecting farmers, workers, people in their homes and everyone
else who may come into contact with them just by going to work – just by flying an aeroplane.
What everyone involved in the conflict does know is that a number of people in the UK are now,
while you are reading yet another report on the subject, suffering more and more pain after they
were exposed to OPs.
So why are OP’s used in jet engine oil?
OP’s have many magical properties and one of the less known properties by chemists, scientists
and doctors who have known very well for seventy years know that OP’s are generally deadly is
that OP’s are also excellent anti-wear additives for jet engines (added to the base stock of oil at
3-5%) – OP’s make jet engines last longer.
But of course, any human exposure to OP’s will have the total opposite effect and cause serious
illness, which was first well understood back in the 1940’s.
As with most things in life, some humans will be affected worse than others and it has been
known for many years that around a third or 30% of the population cannot detoxify OP’s, but
there is a subset of humans, maybe 5% who cannot process or detoxify OP’s at all.
But as ever, whilst the majority or 65 % are mostly unaffected, the accountants and the laws
allow an imbalance to exist, as the majority always win, commercially.
So how does anyone know if these OP’s are present in the bleed air?

As a matter of design, there will always be small amounts of OP’s in the bleed air all of the time,
and if the OP molecules were always clearly visible people would refuse to be exposed, but they
are mostly invisible, so why worry?
As we have already seen the oil seals are designed to leak small amounts of oil into the air and
all it takes next is for a seal to fail and higher quantities of oil will be conveyed straight into the
cabin, which is unfiltered – so nothing to stop this seal failure from happening as with the flight
of 5th August 2019, but also possibly your next flight. Why not?
This is called an oil ‘Fume event’ and means that neat oil is getting straight into the bleed air in
much, much higher quantities or dose.
John only had this happen once in 16 years of airline flying in BAe 146 jets which have four
main jet engines, plus a smaller APU in the tail.
On 31st December 2002 the # 3 jet engine of G JEAU pumped its oil contents, by design, directly
into the passenger cabin, leaving the two 2 pilots, John & Steve, in the cockpit in totally clear air.
The head Cabin Crew Emma contacted John by the RED ALARM system announcing a ‘Fire in
the toilet’, as the visible oil fumes were so dense and visible in the passenger cabin.
About 10 minutes later, they were all safely back on the ground at Birmingham airport after John
called ‘Mayday’. It was like being in a WW 2 Gas Chamber for the 70 passengers, while the copilot Steve and John didn’t see any visible oil fumes, as the BAe146 cockpit gets its air from
different engines, not # 3.
The oil ‘fume event’ was caused by a faulty ‘# 3 Bleed air valve’ but this abnormal event was
just waiting to happen as any valve failure causes even more amounts than the ‘normal’ amount
to flow, but which are actually there all of the time, by design.
John began flying the BAe 146 in 1989 and initially loved the jet aeroplane. He had been taught
by a technical instructor at Hatfield about ‘Bleed air or Engine air’ which he assumed as a young
and keen co-pilot was technically sound, as the industry must know what they had been doing as
normal already for 30 years?
However, the BAe 146 had a special problem. When the APU was first started on the ground
from cold, if the controls were slightly miss set, after a few minutes warming up the entire cabin
and cockpit filled with dense white visible oil fumes as was confirmed helpfully in BBC
Panorama by BALPA Captain Julian Soddy on 21st April 2008.

This anomaly was ‘normal’, but not dissimilar to being exposed to the smoke of one thousand
cigarettes, all at once and in a confined space.
Crews became used to opening all of the main doors to get rid of the dense white smoke and
after around 5-10 minutes it slowly cleared. This would be a well-known, infamous feature of the
BAe 146 jet but many other bleed air jets too.
So, the APU can be seen to be one of the main culprits of these regular oil ‘Fume events’ which
never were and never are, ever logged or reported, as they were or are now seen as totally
‘normal’.
There is never any point in reporting something which happens so frequently by design and
which everyone knows or should knows - happens.
So how might an oil fume event be recognized and stopped?
Most confined spaces where toxic fumes are potentially deadly and lethal such as submarines
and coal mines, have ‘Toxic Air Detectors’.
Any poison fumes in a confined space are doubly bad, as there is no means of escape – that is the
definition of a confined space, especially when jets are at 30,000’ and doing about 500 MPH.
However, despite repeated ever shriller calls over the past 60 years from toothless so-called Air
Accident Investigators – no Toxic Air Detectors are presently used in modern jet planes.
The only means of detecting any oil fume event (whether plainly visible or invisible) therefore
are with the Mark 1 eyes and noses of the crews and passengers.
The next step for the pilots is to turn off the offending bleed air line valve, but without any
detection systems, the pilots are playing a game of guesswork and roulette.
This must sound incredibly irresponsible at this point of the book, but is absolutely true and
should be double checked independently elsewhere by any rightly sceptical reader.
In recent times, the language of Aerotoxic Syndrome has changed markedly, such that
sometimes lawyers begrudgingly now refer to ‘Aerotoxicity’ or Aero Toxic (and ‘so-called’ is
employed to make anything sound lesser than it actually is) as newly invented terms but they are
never obviously found in any serious scientific published literature on this six decade old H&S
issue.

Also, oil ‘Fume events’ which have been around for over six decades years are now called a
more innocuous and general ‘Smell events’ and fumes can even be caused by ‘burning paninis’
by certain emotionally challenged lawyers looking for humour to amuse their paymasters with,
but most visible fumes are caused simply by an highly inconvenient and fundamental design
flaw, but which has become - normal.
Remember the original 1999 Aerotoxic Syndrome published paper only referred to ‘Jet Oil
Mist’. We all know that misty days are visible or a plainly an observable phenomenon.
The next worrying piece of evidence is that in 2011, after about four years of UK government
funded research, Cranfield University (which is directly funded by the aerospace industry)
finally, and at last identified and published a comprehensive list of all of the OP’s and other 126
toxic chemicals found in jet aircraft cabin air.
However, the concentrations of OP’s and other chemicals found in a visible oil fume event were
not published, despite being measured many times between 1960 and 2011. Despite the final
report being worryingly ‘Peer Reviewed’.
This would have been because the elevated levels found in any visible oil fume event would be
‘Off the scale’ and far exceeded every limit ever set, so not publishable.
To this day, the exact levels of OP’s and other chemicals in a worst-case visible oil fume event
have still not yet been published for the use of researchers, scientists, engineers and doctors who
are still confused as to how such ridiculously low published levels cause such obvious terrible ill
health.
No one can force the manufacturers to publish inconvenient evidence and all politicians are
terrified of losing their generous travel concessions.
This is despite the ease with which a visible oil fume event can be intentionally caused on the
ground for ease of measurement.
Why is causing a deliberate visible oil fume event now for testing, suddenly so difficult?
This was exactly offered by John in November 2007. But his offer was declined by Professor
Helen Muir (RIP) of Cranfield University, as her staff apparently knew ‘how to cause a fume
event’, but then failed to publish in 2011 and never have done since.
On a global scale of deceit on a scale with the Volkswagen Emissions reporting scandal of 2015,
yet much, much, more serious and bigger - as it affects everybody who flies.

The obvious 100% solution to the problem is to go back to the principles of the first jets to fly in
the 1950’s where outside air was mechanically compressed by pumps.
But instead of using mechanical, unreliable pumps, use ultra-reliable and quiet electric pumps
which would compress the air to 6,000’ instead of the traditional 8,000’ of all over jets – such
that occupants would be at a slightly higher relative pressure, which would be more comfortable.
It is known that Dr Jean Christophe Balouet, one of the original authors of the original Aerotoxic
Syndrome paper persuaded Boeing to change back to their original ‘Pumped air’ design for their
new Boeing 787 Dreamliner in 1999, coincidentally, the same year, a pure fluke?
No, just sound commercial sense.
So, the B.787 has two clearly visible box shaped air holes, just like human nostrils, either side of
the lower fuselage wing roots where the pure, uncontaminated outside air is sucked in by the
electric air pumps before being pumped into the cabin and cockpit.

Boeing 787 Dreamliner. NB. Green circled fresh air inlet to electric air pumps, like nostrils on both sides. (Photo
Credit: John Hoyte)

Critically the outside air goes nowhere near the ‘poisonous’ jet engines of B.787’s, which still
use hot, unfiltered bleed air, but ONLY for de-icing of wings - not for human consumption.
As successful US attorney Alisa Brodkowitz explained publicly in 2010 ‘To this day, the only
thing filtering this toxic soup out of the cabin are the lungs of the passengers and crew.’
Presumably, Alisa also meant – attorney’s lungs?
To absolutely prove the reason for the complete design reversal change, Boeing decided to also
change the APU to electric air pumps, such that oil fume events are a thing of the past in Boeing
787’s Dreamliner’s – paninis only.
However, despite the first B.787 flight being on 15th December 2009, the real reason is still little
known, even by very experienced aircrew who really should be better informed by now as many
do know and most aware professional aircrew simply refuse to fly on any other jet plane.
Of course, Boeing had to explain their 180 degree change to the world and this is how they
explained the design reversal to the House of Lords in 2007, as no one is allowed to lie to the
Houses of Parliament, Boeing had to tell their reasons, straight.
“The Boeing 787 will have a no-bleed architecture for the outside air supply to the cabin. This
architecture eliminates the risk of engine oil decomposition products from being introduced in
the cabin supply air in the rare event of a failed engine compressor seal. In addition, this
architecture improves fuel efficiency, thus reducing fuel burn and associated engine emissions.”
Note how a major change in design is always given an alternative ‘Green’ reason of ‘fuel
efficiency’, which every single member of the public & politician easily understands.
Plus, Boeing marketing cunningly incorporated many design changes all at once into the Boeing
787, like soothing changing, coloured lights etc.
So, Boeing was able to lose this critical new design change amongst many others and most of the
world has fallen for their dummy, ever since.
After all, if Boeing were ever found by a public court to be deliberately poisoning their
customer’s customers’ – the lawyers would have a field day.
Lastly, but maybe the most important message of this sad chapter is that human beings become
poisoned in only one of two ways:

1.

Caused by a ‘one off’ acute, single obvious exposure: - where a sudden fume event
results in acute ill health which can then develop into a chronic, long lasting condition
over time, and this has happened countless times in the past seventy years.

The example I always use is that of Robin Montmayeur, an approximately 30-year-old female
professional US passenger on an Airbus 321 and a ‘one off’ fume event on 21st December 2000,
most people reading her testimony of 2003 might agree that her single flight, wrecked her life.
But what happened to the other passengers and crew? That’s where a group of passengers (like
the Sabatino flight of 2007) on a single fume event are so critical to demonstrate how many
innocent people who have paid for a single flight, end up with identical injuries, which were
caused by a single oil ‘fume event’ flight.
2.

Caused by repeated ‘Low dose’ often invisible exposures:- where aircrews and
frequent flyers are continually exposed to the ‘design flaw’ of bleed air often daily
without ever knowing and where the symptoms don’t show for maybe days, weeks,
months (about 5-6 months in my case) or years. But then are present chronically or
always, just like the acute exposure. It’s like a bucket filling up with poison, which
eventually overflows.

There are countless examples of chronic exposures and the best example would be of Joanne
Turner who flew on the BAe 146 for many years before being affected on a single flight in 1992
by the APU but then proved in law that just one extra bad exposure wrecked her health, forever.
As stated earlier, according to a 2017 published Dutch scientific paper, there are around
1,000,000 members of the public with Aerotoxic Syndrome in Europe alone whilst officially,
there is “no positive evidence” of anything, ever? Really?
Obviously, there are multiple combinations of different human beings or ‘at risk’ groups’ and
flight exposures to toxic oil fumes.
However, essentially, if you always fly on a Boeing 787 Dreamliner with ‘Bleed free
architecture’ in the future, you cannot physically be poisoned by OP’s; one of THE best kept
secrets in aviation, and first understood and clearly documented by Boeing and many others back
in 1999, exactly when Aerotoxic Syndrome was first identified.
But it is still frequently claimed by some that poisons cannot somehow be monitored in modern
passenger jets. While in 1941, at the height of WW 2, Wing Commander Robert Stanford Tuck
describes clearly in his biography by Larry Forrester ‘Fly for your life’ how carbon monoxide
monitors were used to measure the invisible, odourless, deadly gas in RAF Hawker Typhoon
fighter cockpits.

So why can’t visible oil fumes be measured accurately, 80 years later in modern passenger jets?
Those intelligent children of 10 years of age would like to know the exact reason, while
Professor Bagshaw’s excuses of 2013 seem ever less credible to the better informed public of
2020 who would unhesitatingly pay a dollar extra per flight to be protected from deadly OP’s.

6. A Cover-up.
Many readers may by now be feeling a sense of unease about an ‘Elephant in the Room’ which is
so huge but little known about and understood for at least the past 20 years since it was so
positively identified and whilst John was still flying but ready to drop.
When John first became seriously ill in 1990, he did not for a moment realize what was causing
his seriously chronic ill health, as on balance he was still young (34) and having the time of his
life flying around Europe in a flashy BAe 146 jet aeroplane.
Anyone who has done shift work for 9 years starting at around 2000 and finishing at around
0600 is going to get slightly – tired?
But this was a different sort of tiredness – as you’ll remember from Chapter 3 it affected every
aspect of his physical being, especially the pin prick eye pupils.
Being used to boarding school stoicism, John just carried on but after nine long years he was
keen to stop night flying as somehow, he knew that the crazy night hours were somehow slowly
killing him.
He made the logical move to ‘Day and passenger’ flying, staying on the BAe 146 which he knew
inside and out by then.
After making his statement in 2006 John found his ‘Word’, but also the ‘Word’ of others like
him, was not to be believed. He has kept fighting for recognition.
It was with some relief that brave Private Eye & Daily Telegraph journalist Christopher Booker
wrote an article on 24th June 2007, which is in Chapter 2 of this book but ended:
“It is high time this particular cover-up was blown wide open.”

So, what actually is a “Cover-up”?
According to Wikipedia:
“A cover-up is an attempt, whether successful or not, to conceal evidence of wrongdoing, error,
incompetence or other embarrassing information. In a passive cover-up, information is simply
not provided; in an active cover-up, deception is used.
The expression is usually applied to people in positions of authority who abuse power to avoid or
silence criticism or to deflect guilt of wrongdoing. Perpetrators of a cover-up (initiators or their
allies) may be responsible for a misdeed, a breach of trust or duty, or a crime.
While the terms are often used interchangeably, cover-up involves withholding incriminatory
evidence, while whitewash involves releasing misleading evidence. See also misprision. A coverup involving multiple parties is a kind of conspiracy.”
After founding the Aerotoxic Association Ltd Company on 19th March 2007 and launching it at
the House of Parliament on 18th June 2007 in the company of a few Aerotoxic pilots it has been
virtually impossible to do anything to help expose the Aerotoxic cover-up, which is believed to
be in the public's best interest.
Who are the key parties in the Aerotoxic so-called open debate?
Below are some simple diagrams to demonstrate the message of how Aerotoxic syndrome is
visually. This is the best way to demonstrate the visual impact of this economic, inconvenient
health issue.
Diagram 1.
Organophosphates were originally designed to do harm and while most chemists, scientists,
doctors, farmers and lawyers and many members of the public know this simple fact, the power
of industry can pay for convenient scientific reports which belittle their effects and cover-up the
true dangers. All to limit the financial exposure.
It is well known that around 65% of the population can detoxify OP’s well and show no
symptoms of poisoning even if repeatedly exposed, like many other medical phenomena.
However, around a third or 30% of the population have difficulty in detoxifying OP’s and will
develop serious symptoms of OP exposure, if repeatedly exposed.

A small group of around 5% of the population such as Richard Westgate, a former BA pilot who
died in 2012 from complications of long term OP exposure will suffer very serious symptoms,
including death if misdiagnosed and mistreated by doctors who are still unfamiliar with the OP
poisoning mechanism.

Diagram 2.
There are still perhaps 90% of the public in the world - NEUTRALS who will never have even
heard of Aerotoxic Syndrome and as it only affects those who fly, most will never need to know.
But as the illness can affect anyone who flies, it is reasoned that everyone (or at least 95 %)
would want to know about the illness.
About 5% of the public know about Aerotoxic Syndrome but this group is called the
NEGATIVES as they usually make money from the public. They include some doctors, scientist
and lawyers but they all do not want the public in general to know, as by definition it would
upset the status quo of all of the systems in place, which exploit the public’s health. These people
put wealth above health but have to claim the opposite. These people write and break their own
rules, delay, deny, doubt and are basically serial paid deniers.
About 5% of the public know about Aerotoxic Syndrome and this group is called the
POSITIVES as usually have been poisoned and are trying to have Aerotoxic Syndrome officially
accepted and recognised believing that human health is paramount at any cost.

Diagram 3.

This shows a typical one off Acute exposure for a 30 year old of how health is suddenly wrecked
and takes a minimum of two years to slowly begin to recover.
Critically, the former 100% good health can never be fully regained.
Diagram 4.

This shows a typical, slow Chronic exposure for a 30 year old who began flying at 20 and was
unaffected until after10 years.
Patients need at least two years to begin to recover again but can never be fully 100% healthy
again.
Diagram 5.

This shows John Hoyte’s change in health from 1955 to 1990 Good (green) health and then from
1990 to about 2014 Serious (Red) ill health. From 2014 to 2016 mostly Yellow or Slow recovery
and since 2016 Good or green, again.
John discovered ‘why’ in early 2006 – a Eureka moment.
Critically, former 100% good health can never be fully regained.
Diagram 6.
This shows the 3 eras of the past 60 years:

Since beginning this book in March 2020, the Covid-19 which began in China at the turn of 2020
is about to cause economic ‘melt down’ as it ruins Europe and the rest of the world.
Suddenly Aerotoxic Syndrome, despite it being around since the 1960’s and causing mass public
ill health on a huge but hidden scale, is suddenly not of immediate interest even though countless
victims and sufferers continue to suffer still from their chronic symptoms.

The reluctance of parts of society to accept the cause of public ill health is criminal and the
reason why the cover-up is still essentially intact is deeply worrying.
The cover-up is frequently described as inconvenient because if it were ever exposed – it would
take down not only the airline industry, but medical and insurance industries as well.
Certain independent scientists who have come close now to 100% proving the illness, cannot do
so.
Because if they ever did with a published Black & White blood test which proved 100% that jet
engine oil in one’s blood, caused chronic ill health - then they and their work would be held
responsible for ‘spoiling the game’ of the people whose job it is to play with the lives of the
aircrew and passengers – but which ironically also includes their own lives.
Perhaps the people who should hold their heads lowest in shame are the so called hypocritical
UK media especially who have enjoyed over the years making money out of exposing parts of
the bigger story, but are always very careful not to fully expose the whole system failure, which
began back in the 1960’s.
From John’s personal point of view he has always found that the public are normally interested
to know what causes specific ill health – possibly even their own.
So it has become a very strange expereince to interview countless aircrew and passengers over
the past fourteen years who have all unwittingly given John their same, unprompted, stories of
poisoning from airline cabin air – with no two stories ever being exactly the same, for obvious
reasons.
But just like when the first Aerotoxic paper was published in 1999, there is now overwhelming
black and white evidence to know that a one off or multiple regular exposures to
organophosphates in a confined space do absolutely cause a myriad of weird medical symptoms
which are then given labels such as MND, Parkinson’s, MS, Alzheimer’s and other odd
neurological disorders, which allegedly have no known cause…
These mostly aircrew symptoms are deliberately not taught to young doctors as, if they began
diagnosing the public properly, this would logically lead to complex difficulties of ‘who was to
blame’ and victims demanding financial compensation, which can never happen with so many
casualties.

Instead, countless people are knowingly and formally misdiagnosed and mistreated often with
expensive drugs which only make matters worse and all because health is not paramount as
frequently claimed, but always comes second to industry profit.
When John was tested in 2006, there were black and white private blood and fat (where the
toxins are stored) tests and these qualitative assessments are still valid and have been added to
over the years.
There are now published hair, blood and complex post mortem tests where metal turbine blade
particles show up in the brains of dead aircrew which demonstrates 100% proof of contaminated
cabin air exposure, but these almost rogue private tests that can never be formally accepted, as
the financial compensation numbers just don’t add, if publicly accepted.
It has always been the policy of the Aerotoxic Association to primarily use ‘Other members of
the public's evidence’ and the best possible evidence is that from poisoned passenger groups on
single flights, with the words and actions of young children always seem to encapsulate
everything about the cover-up, but more importantly how it can also affect you and your nearest
and dearest personally, in your future flying.

7. Health or Wealth - Which is Paramount?
Clearly Aerotoxic Syndrome is a health issue as it describes human ill health, and most will
understand by now how incredibly inconvenient this public illness has become over the past 60
years and particularly the last twenty years, while it has had a solid name.
It is realized that individual airlines are victims themselves of faulty products from the
manufacturers such as Boeing and Airbus, who are also victims of products from the jet engine
manufacturers, who are in turn victims of the manufacturers of the oil seals.
These manufacturers of the oil seals then innocently claim that their seals are doing exactly what
they are designed to do – leak and suggest that the oil could somehow be made to be less
poisonous?
A circular blame game.

It all seems to depend on how frequent the oil ‘Fume events’ occur, but as we’ve already seen,
each and every Bleed Air flight is an oil fume event as the tiny particles or molecules are always
in the air due to the air being unfiltered on each and every flight, apart from the Bleedless Boeing
787 Dreamliner with its already 20 year old architecture change.
An official, fully recorded fume event is officially reckoned to happen once in every 2,000
flights.
However, with many millions of flights flown every year this means there are many full-on daily
visible oil fume events around the world. However, for individual pilots it may be only one fume
event in a career, as John had only one, on New Year’s Eve 2002.
Having said that, and according to BALPA in 2004, about 96% of other ‘Fume events’ go totally
unrecorded and unknown to the authorities and researchers, who have no idea of what really goes
on at the front line rather like Covid-19 but with deliberately poor reporting systems deliberately
in place.
Also, as they simply don’t believe aircrew and passenger reports, which attempt to convey the
mounting raw data evidence, sorry Gayle and Stephen - no one wants to know and some people
are paid large amounts of money to find alternative, more convenient evidence.
By comparison with car driving, we all know that every time anyone ventures out onto the roads,
it can be one’s final drive as a fatal accident waits anyone, rich or poor.
But with airline flying we know that there are virtually no fatal accidents, which must mean that
airline flying is almost perfectly safe, right?
Yet ‘fume event’ flights are now recorded as ‘Accidents’ – just as the London to Valencia flight
on 5th August 2019 was an another accident.
You won’t be surprised to learn that with no detection systems used to identify ‘Fume events’ for
aircrews and the word of aircrews reports not being believed, this means that the whole subject
of contaminated cabin air is seen as ‘Too Big’ to fix whilst the planes are flying but now they are
mostly grounded, the perfect time to make changes for the future.
But with all of the past sixty years evidence totally and completely ignored, this means that there
is a hidden, covered up real threat to anyone who flies on any bleed air flight, particularly.
So it’s a circular blame game, which means that the public aerotoxic poisoning has gradually
become subtly ‘Normal’ over the past sixty years. Where the poor unsuspecting are kept in the

dark and aircrew and innocent passengers are the pawns in the dirty game of blatant lies and
half-truths of big business and rotten, dirty science.
‘Dirty little secret’ sums up this ruthless business and the ‘Dirty’ word in this books tile has been
borrowed from this recent US legal case. (31.1.20)
Whilst the words ‘Cover-up’ is in the new title as the old Aerotoxic book posed the simple
question for the reader six years ago in 2014, which has now been confirmed:
‘Decide which is the greater scandal – the poisoning or the cover-up?’
The difficulty for the aviation lawyers is that there are almost identical lawsuits from 2011 and
2015 (a nearly brand new Boeing 737, just to prove it’s not just ‘old’ planes like the BAe 146),
in other words it’s become a ‘Cottage Industry’ for the money orientated only lawyers as they
extort more and more money out of the system, whilst not really caring too much about the
solutions, which would ultimately end their profitable game, anyway.
Are there seriously only a handful of victims of Aerotoxic poisonings in the US since 2011?
while apparently 99% of all legal claimants are conveniently and silently settled out of public
Court with strict ‘Non disclosure clauses’ which were exposed by Dutch Zembla in 2017.
Clearly, all the poor airlines can do is endlessly repeat their lawyer’s mantra of:
"We would never operate an aircraft if we believed it posed any health or safety risk to our
customers or crew.”
The airlines always then quote industry funded only research, never inconvenient UCL type
research from 2006.
Or this US health Protocol which was actually part funded by the FAA (Federal Aviation
Agency) and published in 2008 – is this evidence?
At present it has been announced that a new international Medical Protocol will be published,
and it is was due to be published in July 2018.
"Research commissioned by the European Aviation Safety Agency in 2017 concluded that the air
quality on board aircraft was similar or better than that observed in normal indoor
environments.”

But this is all just to keep the public and media away from delving deeper into the exact meaning
of such reassuring comparative words such as ‘Kindergarten’ - given that there is now a
mountain of other inconvenient evidence.
“Further research” has become a mantra too as everyone knows that whilst more research is
going on, it buys valuable time and stops more inconvenient questions.
However, most would agree that research is meant to eventually lead, one day, to black and
white conclusions.
The most serious type of conclusion would be a public High Court case win and the only win to
date was that of Turner v’s East West Airlines of 3rd September 2010.
This was between Cabin Crew, Joanne Turner who had her fume event in 1992 in a BAe 146 but
was actually flying as a passenger at the time and it was caused by the APU. Remember how the
APU is a known generator of white oil smoke?
How many other Joanne Turners are there out there?
It took a full 18 years for Joanne’s case to be finally won after multiple appeals by the
opponents. It finally ended in an emphatic Win in a High Court of Australia.
This was a hollow victory though, because Joanne only completed the case out of principle, and
not for the little compensation she received for her chronic ill health of eighteen years.
Interestingly, Ms Turner’s case was included in the House of Lords of 2007:
26. “Ms Joanne Turner worked in aviation for 22 years in Australia. During this time, she was
exposed to oil leaking into the air supply of the aircraft. In March 2000 she had her lungs
washed out because of exposure to a fume event. She now had a medical condition called
Reactive Airways disease.”
As John stopped flying on 30th June 2005, completely wrecked from sixteen years of nonstop
exposures in the BAe 146’s he flew, he was totally unaware of a conference which had happened
earlier that year on 20th & 21st April 2005 at Imperial College, London. UK.
Obviously, for decades now the thorny issue of Toxic Cabin Air had already been debated but
this all came to a head when BALPA, the British Airline Pilots Association decided to, at last,
hold a major conference in London to go through all of the existing evidence of that time, in
order to arrive at - the truth.

The results of the BALPA conference were most compelling for most casual observers and it is
best if readers who are interested, both read the 298 page conclusion, and watch the video taken
of BALPA General Secretary Jim McAuslan on 21st April 2005 at Imperial College London as
McAuslan emphatically confirmed the known dreadful health effects – not only for his own
BALPA members, but also other members of the public.
It is almost beyond belief that today’s BALPA thousands of members are still not aware of the
risks & dangers of contaminated cabin air. John has interviewed two senior pilots recently from a
well-known UK based low-cost carrier. One has been grounded at about 50 years of age like
John with complex neurological symptoms, while the other pilot had retired normally.
However, both pilots were completely unaware of anything about toxic cabin air from their
union BALPA – despite paying them huge amounts of money to be told about such health
matters. This perhaps proves the depth of Aerotoxic cover-up beyond any reasonable doubt and
the fact that wealth is more paramount.
But how do they (whoever THEY are?) get away with it?
It is a fact that most airline pilots are very fit when they are first medically checked by the
authorities. For tough, grown men to be knocked down by the contaminated air that they breathe,
exactly what does the same poisoned air do to minors, babies and those with serious pre-existing
health issues as Captain David Hopkinson asked in 2007?
Actually, no one with any horsepower cares, as we have already previously established as it’s
just too big and has all become ‘normal’.
As you’ll recall when John first went to London for his first class one medical on 13th May 1980
he raised the issue of OP poisoning with the doctor. The kindly CAA (Civil Aviation Authority)
doctor took a blood sample and then took photos of John’s eye pupils as that then was known as
a very clear symptom of OP poisoning in the past, and still is.
Other OP symptoms can be found below.
Mild organophosphate exposure may cause:
· narrowed, pinpointed pupils
· impaired, blurry vision
· stinging eyes
· runny nose
· watery eyes

·
·
·
·
·
·
·

excess saliva
glassy eyes
headache
nausea
muscle weakness
muscle twitching
agitation

Moderate signs of organophosphate exposure include:
· very narrowed pupils
· dizziness
· disorientation
· coughing and wheezing
· sneezing
· difficulty breathing
· drooling or excessive phlegm
· muscle twitching and tremors
· muscle weakness
· fatigue
· severe vomiting and diarrhoea
· involuntary urination and defecation
Emergency signs of organophosphate poisoning include:
· very narrowed pupils
· confusion
· agitation
· convulsions
· excessive body secretions, including sweat, saliva, mucus, and tears
· irregular heartbeat
· collapse
· respiratory depression or arrest
· coma
Best summarized as….Jet Lag?
Despite all the decades of knowledge of OP’s and their fatal effects, you will rarely ever find any
links of OP’s to Commercial jet aircraft.
How is that achieved with a million members of the public with Aerotoxic Syndrome in Europe
alone?

It is all systematically covered-up…

8. Testimonies & Evidence
Since discovering the cause of John’s own chronic ill health in 2006, he has gathered together a
mountain of evidence from other people of both acute and chronic ill health as that seems to be
the only sensible way to log the evidence.
That is why it’s important now to share some other people’s Testimonies with you, the reader, as
this is the only way that the public can communicate their information to researchers, the
authorities and the regulators, whose task it is to deal with such concerns.
But how much evidence does anyone need to be convinced there is a problem? 100 examples,
1,000, 10,000 or maybe 100,000? Remember the 27 Balpa pilots of 2006 where there was a near
100% hit rate?
Dr Daniel Dumalin of Belgium who has been researching Aerotoxic Syndrome for around two
years is looking for one defining positive medical test to finally prove his theory.
John helped Daniel set his research up and was tested positively by him in July 2019 and it is
believed that he has tested around seventy other aircrew and passengers to date.
John asked Dr Nigel Dowdall of the Civil Aviation Authority (CAA) just this question of what
evidence would prove Aerotoxic Syndrome on 21st June 2019 and this is part of his reply: “It is likely that this could only be resolved definitively by large, well-designed epidemiological
studies. I am not aware of any such work that is currently underway or planned.”
It can be seen that to definitively prove anything medically, it requires many people all to be part
of well-designed epidemiological studies – plural, not just a single 100% study.
And for the industry paid doctor to then explain that the studies are not under way or planned for
the future does show that the 60 year long status quo is anticipated to be maintained.

Can you imagine any university being funded with millions of dollars to demonstrate that
aviation, medical and legal industries are all working together or colluding to first turn a blind
eye to mass public poisoning, but then to cover-up any attempt to rectify it?
In 2018 out of frustration that the word of aircrews and passengers was not being listened to or
believed by the authorities, and lawyers whose job it is to present their clients cases to public
court, John’s Swiss based colleague Bea Beaumont of Aerotoxic Team and the Aerotoxic
Association arranged for a sample batch of testimonies to be written (without any editing),
collected over a period of months and then physically delivered to the International Criminal
Court (ICC) at The Hague in The Netherlands.
The point of the exercise, with extremely limited funding, was to send as many sample
testimonies as possible as examples of others. Common sense says that if about 70 are all similar,
it doesn’t matter if it’s 70,700, 7,000 – the testimonies were all - similar.
Of course, they did not send fictional testimonies where Mr or Ms Bloggs had been flying for 30
years and had not had any health issues. Clearly these testimonies do exist as the majority or
65% of the population do not have a problem.
While 30% do have a problem and around 5% simply cannot process any organophosphates, like
Richard Westgate and countless others.
John collected four example testimonies from:
1) A passenger
2) A passenger group including young children (20+)
3) A pilot
4) A Cabin Crew or Flight Attendant
But these people have all gone public and whose Testimonies were sent to the ICC or
International Criminal Court in The Hague, The Netherlands in October 2018 as examples of the
countless testimonies he had read since 2006. (250,000 emails).
These testimonies are ‘Raw Data’ or as they were and can also be found in the public domain
with no changes to preserve the exact meaning of them. Any mention of airlines or other people
is intentional but as we have already seen, all airlines in the world are affected by Aerotoxic
Syndrome and it is never a single airline’s fault that the products they use have a fundamental
design flaw.

1.Passenger in a ‘one-off’ acute oil ‘Fume event’:

June 4 2003,
Representative John Mica
Chair of the Aviation Subcommittee
Transportation & Infrastructure Committee
U.S House of Representatives
2445 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515-0907
RE: Exposure to toxic substances on commercial aircraft
Dear Mr Chairman:
I am not a stewardess but a passenger on United Airlines Flight 201 (Airbus 320
aircraft) on December 13, 2000. The flight originated from Dulles Airport and was en
route to San Diego. The passenger cabin was filled with noxious fumes right after
take-off. All I had at the time was my leather coat and placed this over my face to act
as a filter. The pilot came over the speaker after 40 minutes or so and said that he
was aware of the odor and was contacting ground control for help in determining its
origin. Another hour went by and the pilot came on again and said that they could not
determine the cause of the odor and would be landing the plane in Pittsburgh. He
turned us around and it took another 40 minutes before we landed in Pittsburgh.
What happened next was even more appalling.
After nearly three hours of being subject to fumes the airline did not de-board us in
Pittsburgh but made us wait another 45 minutes on the plane while they tried to fix
the problem (apparently they didn’t want to deal with de-boarding and re-boarding
us). I still had my jacket over my face and was tired, dizzy and having difficulty
breathing – it was horrible. Finally, someone made the decision that the plane could
not fly and we were released from the cabin. I was so sick upon deboarding that I
cancelled the rest of my business trip and requested a return flight to my hometown of
Rochester, NY.
Little did I know that my health over the next year and a half would degrade to more
frightening levels.
Upon my return home I spent the next day sick in bed. On December 14th, I called
United to inquire as to what chemicals I was exposed. They stated that I needed to
write them a letter or email to get any information. I did on December 15th (see

attached) asking for an explanation of what happened and a MSDS for the
chemical(s) I was exposed to.
On December 18th, I went to the doctor and was diagnosed with an extreme
respiratory irritation. In January 2001, I began getting dizzy spells. In February
2001, these turned into involuntary shakes through the head and chest, associated
with difficulty breathing and gasps for air. I called united again, and finally they sent
a letter (see attached) explaining that there had been an oil leak, but no MSDS.
Instead, they sent me a voucher for $150 (that I never used – I haven’t flown since
and never will again).
The symptoms have worsened since then. In addition to the difficulty breathing, I now
have food intolerances, difficulty concentrating, chronic fatigue and cognitive
dysfunction. I was not able to perform my job – which I have since lost – and I still
sleep 10-12 hours a night, waking up exhausted. I was a top runner before this
incident and can barely exercise now.
No doctor seems able to help me. I’ve been to the Emergency Room several times
thinking I was having a heart attack. I’ve seen pulmonologists, cardiologists and
rheumatologists, and now have seen a neurologist and an occupational health
specialist.
Finally, 14 months after the incident on February 28th 2002, United Airlines sent me a
MSDS for Exxon 2380 turbo oil and said that there had been an oil leak in a pressure
regulator shut-off valve, but that what I was exposed to was similar to smelling engine
oil while driving a car. I’ve tried to get more information from the FAA, but have had
no luck. United Airlines will no longer talk to me, and has told me to contact a
lawyer.
As I’m sure you are aware, numerous reports and legal proceedings have occurred
over the issue of jet engine oil toxicity in aircraft. Obviously the government is aware
of the cabin air quality issues due to the Senate (S.1019) and House (H.R.2158) Bills
that were introduced (but not passed) in June 2001, along with publication by the
National Academy Press “The Airliner Cabin Environment and the Health of
Passengers and Crew”, written by a National Research Council Committee on
Aircraft Air Quality, upon request of Congress.
I, along with many scientists and medical professionals, am convinced that the toxic
effects of exposures of jet engine oil and hydraulic fluids are serious issues that need
to be addressed. I am one of many victims that have come forward, only to be ignored
by the airline industry and the FAA in the United States.
In August 2002, I sent a copy of this letter to 25 of your colleagues in the House, and
to six U.S. Senators. Not one responded.

Now, I am asking your committee to help raise awareness and address this problem in
the U.S., and to bring justice and aid to people like me who have been permanently
injured by these exposure incidents.
Please help.
Sincerely,
Ms. Robin Montmayeur
You can also see US Passenger Ms. Robin Montmayeur here in 2004 and here in 2007
in films.

2.

A Passenger Group (20+)

On Thursday 1st February 2007, one of the best documented ‘Fume event’ flights of
all time occurred, as it involved a large group of UK passengers (crucially including
young children) who were all poisoned on a single flight, which interestingly, was not
formally recorded as a fume event flight.
Samantha Sabatino, the lead passenger contacted Tristan Loraine shortly afterwards
and her family were included in the 2007 documentary film ‘Welcome Abord Toxic
Airlines’.
Also in the House of Lords Science & Technology Committee report ‘Air Travel and
Health: an update of July 2007:
“22. Mrs Samantha Sabatino and her family flew from London to Florida in February 2007. During
the flight some 40 passengers became ill, including herself and three members of her family. Upon
arrival to Florida she was hospitalised suffering from wheezing and crackles in her chest. No
infection or viruses were found either in Florida or upon her return home. Her family were still
experiencing ill health including violent nausea, tummy cramps, blisters on arms and hands, chest
pain, severe headaches, vertigo, insomnia and loss of balance. She had complained to the carrier, XL
Airways, who had denied that other passengers had complained of ill health. The Environmental
Health Department have not carried out an investigation into the issue. She received unsatisfactory
replies from the Health Protection Agency, the CAA and the Air Transport Users Council. She
complained of being swept aside and questioned the effectiveness of these organisations.”
Some of the sick passengers and children appeared in BBC Panorama ‘Something in the air’ of 21st
April 2008.

Stewarts Law Attorney Group of London represented the passenger group and claimed a ‘Great
victory for the passengers’ on 3rd May 2010 after their Aerotoxic poisoning flight over three years
earlier:

Boeing 767 Flight Number XLA 120 Aerotoxic Poisoning
03 May 2010
The Stewarts Law Attorney Group represents 20 British passengers who were seriously injured by
aircraft toxic fumes exposure on 1 February 2007. The incident occurred when they were flying on
board an XL Airways Boeing 767 from London Gatwick to Sanford International, Florida.
The dangerous toxins were released into the cabin through the bleed air system which (as on most
airliners) draws high pressure air from the core of the engines to pressurise the aircraft with
breathable air. It has long been known that this design can result in the cabin air becoming
contaminated with toxic oil vapour when the engine oil seals leak.
The toxins were detected by passengers as they began to notice an odd smell similar to ‘smelly socks’.
The cabin seemed more ‘stuffy’ and ‘hot’ than any previous flight they had been on and the air
severely damaged their eyes, nose and throat. The passengers quickly became ill, suffering
respiratory symptoms, severe headaches, vomiting, bowel problems, skin blistering and extreme
fatigue. The toxic air also caused long term chronic effects such as respiratory problems, memory
loss, sleep disturbances, chronic fatigue, mood swings, cognitive difficulties, infections, and
joint/limb pains.
In order to put pressure on the US manufacturers to deal with these known cabin air problems and to
obtain fair compensation for the passengers, on 29 January 2009 specialist litigation firm Stewart’s
Law filed the case in Illinois, the state where Boeing has its Headquarters. In addition to Boeing, the
case was filed against Hamilton Sundstrand (which manufacturers air systems components), United
Technologies (which manufacturers the Pratt & Whitney engines) and the owners of the aircraft –
AAR Parts Trading Inc.
This is an outright US product liability case against US defendants. However, the defendants were
intent on having the case sent back to the UK courts (which are much more expensive for claimants
and award much lower compensation) so they filed a forum non conveniens motion arguing that the
UK is the most convenient place for the litigation.
After the prolonged legal battle, on 3 May 2010 Judge Quinn decided in favour of the passengers and
dismissed the defendants’ forum non conveniens motion. Stewart’s Law has achieved a great victory
for the passengers. Securing US jurisdiction along with the prospect of a high profile jury trial is a
wakeup call for US manufacturers – unless they take measures to improve the quality of cabin air
now, they will face the credible prospect of expensive and public US litigation for future incidents
where there is an identifiable toxic fumes leak that causes injury.
Contact us

Aviation and Travel Department
5 New Street Square
London, EC4A 3BF
T: +44 (0)20 7822 8000

The legal case was suddenly ended in early 2012 by email; the British public have not been told
by the BBC how the passenger group legal case ended, yet.
Flight XLA 120 passenger Samantha Sabatino also appeared in ‘Toxic Flyer’ of Australian 60
minutes in 2013.

3.

Pilot – BAe 146 Captain Julian Soddy of BALPA & Norfolk.

The first anonymous film of Capt Soddy was in 2000 by Channel 4 News:
Captain Soddy featured as example ‘Pilot’ in the OP report by the Rowntree Foundation of
January 2004:
THE PILOT
If it hadn’t been for an extraordinary coincidence, Captain Julian Soddy might never have
thought that his illness could have been caused by OPs. It was during a visit to his doctor in
2000 that Captain Soddy, a former test pilot who had also done service with the RAF and flown
civilian airliners, that he realised for the first time what had happened. His doctor’s father, a
sheep farmer in Wales, had been affected by OPs used to dip his flock. “He told me it looked as
though I had almost the same thing as his father suffered from,” said Mr Soddy, who has now
retired from flying and lives some of the time in Norfolk. “That was the first time I thought I had
OP poisoning.”
By another stroke of good fortune, Captain Soddy was referred by his doctor to Dr Goran Jamal,
a pioneer in the treatment and diagnosis of OP poisoning. Dr Jamal examined Captain Soddy
and found he was almost certainly suffering from the long-term effects of exposure to OPs.
Before this, Captain Soddy had been grounded for about three months and his health was
reviewed every four weeks. “I wanted to return to flying. The chief medical officer of the Civil
Aviation Authority (CAA) is a friend of mine, and I told him I wanted to fly. The airline bent over
backwards to help, and I went back to flying with a colleague. But after about eight weeks, the
same symptoms came back and I was almost in a vegetable type state.” After seeing his local
doctor and Dr Jamal, Captain Soddy was grounded for good.
As a senior, highly experienced pilot, Captain Soddy had been earning about one hundred
thousand pounds a year. He estimates he lost about half a million pounds in salary because he
had to stop flying before retirement age. “I had a one-off payment of fifty thousand pounds

which was insurance for the loss of my flying licence, and I have a pension which is about a third
of what I was earning.” In the middle of January, Captain Soddy was considering making a
formal “intention to claim” compensation from British Aerospace, manufacturers of the BA 146
jet which he and other pilots exposed to OPs flew. “I went back to flying the 146 in 1995 and
frequently when we started the engines up from cold in the morning the auxiliary power units
would belch out smoke into the cockpit. We just turned the air conditioning up to maximum to try
to burn off the oil.” It was this oil, leaking from engine seals, which produced the smoke
containing OPs.
“My view is that this is an insidious, long term effect which creeps up on you over time.” CAA
advice at the time was to put on oxygen masks, but Captain Soddy thought this was not the
answer. “I had severe flu-like symptoms every time I flew and they just became worse,” he
remembered. “As we climbed through about 10,000 feet, my head would be bunged up, I had
headaches and shortness of breath. In the end, I had to go back to the toilet and breathe deeply
to bring myself back round.” Captain Soddy was a fit man and keen sportsman, but found he
could not play his usual game of squash after he had been exposed to contaminated fumes.
Captain Soddy thinks that the BA146 was more susceptible to fume events than some other
aircraft. “The space within the aeroplane made it difficult to put in the recycling type of air
filters and so air filtration was very poor. In addition, the auxiliary power units were difficult to
maintain.” He has similar concerns about the Boeing 757, but he flew the Boeing 737 series and
found it was a clean aircraft. “The only fumes in the 737 were from de-icing fluid sprayed on to
the aircraft which got into the jet intakes.” As to the number of air crew affected by OP
contamination, Mr Soddy said evidence so far was just scratching the surface. “There are more
pilots around than there are jobs, so people are not keen to talk. But I think this is a much bigger
issue than people realize.”
Soddy then featured prominently in the BALPA & Australian based AOPIS (Aviation
Organophosphate Information Service) DVD of 2004 which was sent out to around 10,000 Balpa
pilots, including John but in 2004 he never made the connection so didn’t watch it, as he was so
busy flying and time was precious when over worked:
In 2005, Capt Soddy Chaired the BALPA Cabin Air conference at Imperial College, London on
20/21 April 2005. The aim of the conference was to get to the truth.
Soddy was also featured in the documentary Welcome aboard Toxic Airlines film of 2007:
He also was filmed at Norwich airport for the BBC Panorama of 2008 ‘Something in the air’, but
the BBC failed and ‘forgot’ to mention Aerotoxic Syndrome, at all.

In recent years, Captain Soddy appears to have lost his vigour with which he campaigned so
vigorously after being prematurely grounded in around 1999.
Such that BALPA members and pilots who have been recently grounded have no knowledge at
all of this recent past.

4.KLM Flight Attendant/Cabin Crew - Evelyn Van Den Heuvel.
Evelyn appeared in the third of four Aerotoxic programs by Zembla of Dutch TV: ‘Poison in the
cockpit’:
Evelyn’s 2018 ICC testimony:
“What started as a fantastic job in June 2008 has now ended in a disease with an enormous
impact on my life.
In June 2008 I had my first flight as a stewardess. What a fantastic job! I loved to take care of
people, chat and make it a pleasant flight. To then arrive at a destination on the other side of the
world and make fantastic trips; from lunches at the Niagara Falls, shopping in America and
safari in Africa. A real dream job.
But health complaints started within 3 years; dizziness, headache, a worse memory, often
nauseous and vomiting and tired. These complaints became increasingly worse and
accumulated. The headaches became terrible; I even got morphine twice during a flight because
I couldn’t handle the pain anymore and screamed in the plane. I couldn’t do several things at the
same time anymore. For example, I let go of a full tea jug because someone asked me something
and my focus was no longer on holding the jug.
The dizziness was so intense that after I got up too quickly, I was still dizzy for hours. My
memory got really bad; I could try to grab socks 10 times and then I forgot what I was going to
do while I walked up the stairs. I could often not find the right words anymore. My concentration
became worse and worse. My hands and feet were tingling, and later my hands and eyes also
started to tremble and after that, my whole body. My vision became worse; my vision was
blurred; I had tunnel vision and could not judge distances properly. My hands and feet and legs
sometimes fell out. My hands cramped and I made uncontrollable movements, first with my
hands, later also my whole body and my head. After clearing the dishwasher, I had pain in my
arms and hands. I was so tired that I made long nights of 12-14 hours, and then still had to sleep
for 3 hours in the afternoon, because otherwise my symptoms worsened.

I already lived as healthy as possible: I did not drink alcohol and did not smoke, worked out a
lot and ate healthy, so that couldn’t be the cause. Of course, I went looking for help with an
internist, neurologist and the tropics department. Meanwhile, I had also ended up at a company
doctor, but he couldn’t do anything for me. He had no idea what to do with me and my
symptoms. I then started doing replacement work “on the ground”, while I was awaiting all the
results of the tests and tried to recover. But nothing came out of those tests; I was diagnosed to
be healthy.
Eventually, I ended up with Dr. Mulder, a doctor who is investing his time in researching
aerotoxic syndrome. For the first time I had the feeling that someone understood what was going
on with me. He could even, before I told my whole story, give a situation sketch of how my
course of disease must have gone. Via him, my blood was sent abroad for various examinations.
It took a very long time for the results of the examinations to come back. However, I really
wanted to go back flying, after 10 months of replacement work. Call it the denial phase, but I
secretly hoped it would be something else. If I were to fly and if it were the aerotoxic syndrome,
then I would find out quickly enough. So, I, perhaps against better judgment, started working as
a stewardess again.
In June 2013 I made my last flight as a stewardess, and after that flight I reported sick. My
health complaints were, now I was frequently flying, even worse and the existing complaints all
increased again. I kept postponing on calling in sick, but in retrospect it was no longer
responsible to let me work. When I got the results of the blood tests I really couldn’t ignore it any
longer, the results were clear; my DNA analysis showed that I am the worst type of detoxifier
and an auto-antibody study showed that I suffered chronic nerve damage. When I had to visit the
company doctor, I was trembling so terribly after just an hour of driving that he could not
conclude anything different than that I was not capable of working. In the end, I did not do any
replacement work for the first 5 months after my illness.
My company doctor told me that at KLM Health Services there is a company doctor who is the
contact person for the Aerotoxic Syndrome. She eventually referred me to neurologist Hageman.
Hageman concluded on the basis of my research and story that it should in all probability be
Aerotoxic Syndrome. This report was not taken seriously; I asked for a response for months, but
I was ignored. Meanwhile, I got a different company doctor assigned to me who took my
complaints more seriously. He indicated that there is more staff around with similar complaints,
and therefore there probably had to be “something”. However, he never wanted to use the term
Aerotoxic Syndrome or confirm such a thing, but said that there must be "something".
It is now over 5 years after my last flight and the impact of the damage sustained remains
enormous. My memory and concentration are still very bad and when I have to concentrate for
more than an hour on, for example, writing this story, my vision becomes cloudy and I can’t get
my eyes focused anymore. Sometimes I also suffer from tunnel vision. My hands are always

trembling slightly, and when I’m tired or after exercise the tremors are severe. I always have a
lot of pain in my arms and legs, a kind of cramp or muscle pain. I often have terrible headaches.
And maybe the worst thing of all; I am always tired! The past years I have been sleeping every
afternoon in order to be able to function at all in the evening. When I don’t get enough sleep, my
headaches and pain in my arms and legs increase and I start trembling more intensely. And
when I’m tired, I just feel more and more miserable.
In November 2017 investigative television program Zembla released two episodes about
Aerotoxic Syndrome: "Poison in the cockpit: The silence contract" and "Poison in the cockpit:
The interests". Zembla already had two episodes about this in 2010 and in 2013. For the first
episode I told my story alongside the story of pilot Felderhof. In the second episode it is shown
which interests play a role. It is incredible to see how the interests are more important than
people. As if a human life does not matter.
Currently I don’t have a job and take care of our 2 children; a son of 2.5 years and a daughter
of 1 year. I do need support, because caring for children and housekeeping on my own is simply
not possible. The children go twice a week to a daycare or to my or my partner’s parents. My
friend is at home 3 days a week, and we have help in the household. Recently our son does not
need his afternoon nap anymore so I miss out on my afternoon sleep on the days that I am alone.
I immediately start feeling worse on those days. I have a lot of pain again and I notice that I no
longer understand simple things. In the past two months we have brought the children an extra
day to the daycare and my parents come over more frequent to take care of the children, just so
that I can sleep. This is my life now. I really would not know how I could ever work in a normal
job without getting even worse. I would like to earn my own money, but I am simply not capable
of it. This is starting to become a mental problem for me; the fact that I now have no income and
am completely dependent financially on my partner.
The UWV (Employee Insurance Agency) have found me completely fit for work. Even as a cabin
attendant! Therefore, I do not receive disability benefits. Also, because I have not met certain
rules because of my resignation, I have never received unemployment benefits. As if the damage
to my health isn’t already so frustrating this injustice is added on top of all that.
When I did replacement work, I did that for three seven-hour days and I did not have any
children when I started. In January 2016 our son was born and at the time of my last
replacement work period he was 3-5 months. After getting home after that 7 hours of work I
collapsed completely and was fast asleep for three hours. Also, the next day I needed to recover
(luckily babies sleep very much and I could still sleep a lot when our son was born). Then the
next day I had to work again, while I felt worse than the first working day. I then again
completely collapsed afterwards and again try to recover a day and then go for the last working
day of the week. That was very hard for me, gradually I felt more and more tired and miserable

during the week. Then I had to rest during the weekend as much as possible just to be able to
work on Monday again.
It is no life to have when everything revolves around work and not be able to do anything else
because it costs too much energy. Social activities also cost me a lot of energy. At a given
moment they are almost out of the question. When I’m tired and irritable, it is also difficult to
stay in a good mood. All together it takes a lot of energy, so the pain increases again and I suffer
from increased symptoms for days. When I exceed my limit, it may be that I need 1.5 week to
recover. And of course, this does not mean without complaints. I mean; "just" tired, slightly
trembling hands, a little pain in arms and legs, light headaches, trouble with memory and
concentration and vision problems. Those are the good days. I have to continuously make
choices about what I can or can’t do; everything in my life feels like a constant cost-benefit
analysis.”
Over the years, John has often asked lawyers what actually constitutes ‘evidence’ but their
replies are evasive and unhelpful – they often appear to take evidence and then seem to either sit
on it interminably as if it’s their property or change it completely to say something else, which is
not correct nor helpful as they appear to be both judge and jury to keep it away from publicity in
the public Courts.
Clearly one off, black and white exposure cases are the bread and butter work of most lawyers as
they calculate how to make as much money out of their injured client, while obviously not
completely killing the system which they serve, as that would stop everything dead for
everyone.
A bit like killing the goose, which lays their golden egg.
Anyone wishing to read more and different evidence from passengers and crew should do so by
exploring the many international Aerotoxic help sites where there are many more aircrew
reports, which even contributed to the initial Aerotoxic published paper of 1999.
These German timelines are particularly compelling evidence.
1944 – 2017 & 2017 – present.
Perhaps the most worrying aspect of this issue is the ability of the system to automatically ignore
any new evidence. We have seen airlines auto generate replies to journalists' questions, which
say exactly the same words over and over again, which the media then repeat endlessly, with
never any serious attempt to challenge or see through these bland reassurances.

The best modern-day example of investigative journalists collectively and effectively
challenging a whole rotten system was that of The Boston Globe in 2003 when they exposed the
priest paedophile scandal which was well portrayed in the movie ‘Spotlight’ in 2015.
A 40-something-year-old professional UK female artist was a first-class passenger when she was
badly affected by an asthma attack on the ground in a Boeing 747 taxiing out for take-off in the
US. This was found to be the result of an oil acute fume event which affected her along with
other first-class passengers; she and three cabin crew were offloaded before take-off in
November 2019.
Whilst the UK media seemed interested in this passenger’s shocking story, when mention of the
greater cover-up story was offered a well-known Independent travel journalist abruptly put the
phone down after fifteen minutes. It was as if he wasn’t going to jeopardize his cosy relationship
with the airlines over the sixty-year Aerotoxic cover-up, which was and always has been
happening. However, if he had reported the ‘cover-up’ it would have led to ever more serious
repercussions, which he would be held to account for.
However over the 14 years of involvement with the issue the media have occasionally shown a
real understanding of the realities of the illness with specifically former BA pilot Richard
Westgate who first contacted the Aerotoxic Association on 16th March 2012 asking by e mail –
‘Do you have any doctors you recommend for treatment as I am deteriorating badly and my doc
hasn’t got a clue?’
Richard’s legal case would become a still ongoing infamous Aerotoxic legal test case following
his death of 12.12.12 but suddenly became ‘news’ in early 2015 following a Dorset Coroner’s
published concerns on 16th February 2015 and German aviation journalist Tim van Beveren
produced and premiered in Berlin an outstanding documentary film called ‘Unfiltered breathed
in: The truth about Aerotoxic Syndrome’.
This bold German documentary film ‘Does exactly what it says on the tin’ and should be
watched by anyone wanting to know more what was going on 5 years ago and frequently made
the front pages of UK quality newspapers such as The Sunday Telegraph.
Meanwhile and most sadly, Pam Westgate, Richard’s aircrew sister has since also tragically died
in 2020.
Incidentally, the above first-class passenger of November 2019 only became aware of the
inconvenient illness of Aerotoxic by simply Googling: ‘Fume event’.
Try it now…

9. Lose, Lose.
Everyone has heard of a Win, Win situation where two parties benefit equally, what about a
Lose, Lose situation where all parties fail?
When an illness like Aerotoxic Syndrome is present but has been deliberately and methodically
ignored and covered up for at least twenty years, and sixty years since it first began, there is a
difficult moral dilemma for everyone. We are all signed up to serving the public good, doing no
harm with laws but when these are all questioned, and money is the sole arbiter – we are all in a
tricky bind.
As this is book has been mostly written in April 2020, the sixty year horror story of Aerotoxic
has been the cause of serious hidden ill health in the world, along with countless other maybe
even worse causes of ill health such as drugs & tobacco smoking and asbestos exposure.
However, Aerotoxic was dubbed the ‘Asbestos of the Skies’ around ten years ago.
But today, in just the past four months all of our normal worlds have been turned upside down
with the real and unavoidable, dominant Covid-19 virus mostly economic nightmare.
Tackling the virus has virtually grounded all airliners and transformed the world in a few short
weeks into a very uncertain and very dangerous future where Aerotoxic and many other issues
are suddenly and understandably of lesser importance to the 65% who are not affected.
Yet those people who became ill by oil fume exposure before and during 2019 are still ill, only
they are less capable of dealing with the Covid-19 virus as their immune systems are much
weaker.

10. 2006...the nightmare continues.
We left John’s story on Monday 22nd May 2006 as he wrote his formal Statement about his
discovery of what had caused his serious ill health from the spring of 1990, when he first got ill
in a Cologne supermarket, until he began to ‘fail safe’ and finally grounded himself again after
his last ever flight in a BAe 146 on 30th June 2005. By then John was a hazard to aviation and his
passengers, so he had a public duty to stop flying.
John was also very confused and suicidal for the last half of 2005, as nothing seemed to make
any sense. He also felt as though he had let his family down. So, John set about requalifying as a
driving instructor, but he failed the initial driving test check to see if he might be suitable. He
then set about qualifying as a Health & Safety (H&S) specialist to join his former wife’s H&S
company, and he passed a NEBOSH exam to qualify which would prove crucial in the following
years.
But from Monday 22nd May 2006 John felt a sense of euphoria and elation – a definite Eureka
moment of discovery, as he had been severely affected by toxic cabin air, but also had survived
it.
To his horror John realized that there were two other near aircrew neighbours in his
Warwickshire village of Fenny Compton who also had personal experience of the illness. One of
them being Boeing 757 Captain David Hopkinson, a friend of Captain Keith Hicks, a neighbour
who also featured prominently in this 2007 documentary film, Welcome Aboard Toxic Airlines:
who has since sadly died on 13th December 2019 of complications from his fight with Aerotoxic
Syndrome.
David would also appear in the latest documentary film ‘Everybody Flies’ just before he sadly
died.
However, it would be about June 2006 when Tristan Loraine called John one day and, in the
conversation, he casually mentioned Aerotoxic Syndrome for the very first time…
From that day onwards, John had a black and white, concrete meaningful word to Google and
investigate.
Meanwhile, in September 2006 Tristan Loraine & Susan Michaelis had powered ahead and
convened a meeting in a Sussex hotel to ‘Do something’ and a two day workshop was called at
which Dr Sarah Mackenzie Ross of UCL and many others attended but not for some odd reason
BALPA, what was going on there after their concrete conclusions of 2005?

John attended and recalls very clearly a whole afternoon was set aside to come up with the rather
verbose name of ‘Global Cabin Air Quality Executive’ or GCAQE. But there was a definite
sense of unity and purpose in the Sussex air.
So from this meeting onwards, everyone was completely focused on bringing in the known
solutions.
John recalls saying to Dr Sarah Mackenzie Ross of UCL at the first GCAQE meeting one point
he’d known for some months by then. “It’s a bit like them proving black is actually white…” as
there was already overwhelming evidence in 2006 - Sarah laughed kindly, but also agreed fully.
As that seemed to sum it all up, back in late 2006. Over 13 years ago.
John also recalls Jim McAuslan of BALPA joking over the excessive number of words in
GCAQE in around 2008/9, as by then Jim and the Union had completely changed sides and
would do anything to belittle us and BALPA admin even annoyingly deliberately changed his
title on envelopes from Captain John Hoyte to just plain John Hoyte, just to rub in the belittling,
which he had to get used to from others too but really doesn’t worry him as he knows, what he
knows. As do they!
John began writing his full personal diary again on 17th October 2006 as he just knew there were
going to be some interesting times ahead. He kept his full diary going until 23rd July 2013 when
he moved from Warwickshire to Norfolk as he resented the daily slog of writing and needed a
break. Plus, what was the point anyway, as no one believed any of his written words…
John was filmed in 2006 by Channel 4 news, as they had picked up on the ‘story’. As he was still
technically employed by Flybe and he had to appear ‘incognito’ with a dubbed cockney accent,
although his hairy arms and blue checked shirt gave the game away to all who knew him.
To John’s horror, this 2000 Channel 4 News film of Captain Julian Soddy has only recently
become known to him, the same old story.
From 1st January 2007 John was legally a ‘free man’, as Flybe were no longer his employers, so
he set about helping other survivors with the Loss of Licence pay-out he received plus about
£40k of ‘guilt’ money from Flybe.
On the 19th March 2007 John founded the Aerotoxic Association Ltd. and launched it successfully
at the UK Houses of Parliament on 18th June 2007 to support other survivors. He also campaigned
for the known, and available, technical solutions from September 2017 onwards when Michael
Rawlinson QC stated publicly at the 11th annual Cabin Air conference in London that “I genuinely

think aerotoxicity is at a tipping point…” which was not widely reported by the media, as the
timing is a matter of significant public interest.
John’s Member of Parliament in 2007 was the Right Honourable John Maples of Stratford Upon
Avon who did an excellent job of raising the poisoning issue in the UK Parliament.
An Aerotoxic debate and can be seen here on 1st July 2009 making reference to the Aerotoxic
Association of his constituency at that time.
“My hon. Friend Mr. Tobias Ellwood has laid out most of the case that, had I been in his position,
I would have laid out. I am grateful to him for instituting this debate.
I wish to add a couple of points. I got involved with this subject two or tree years ago because a
constituent of mine, John Hoyte, one of the founders of the Aerotoxic Association, came to see me
about it. Since then, I have had a great deal of correspondence with various parts of the
Government and various parts of industry.
My constituent lost his licence on medical grounds while working for Flybe but is now in the
process of trying to get it back. He is convinced that, in essence, oil fumes poisoned him.
Organophosphates were found in his blood, as they have been in the blood of many other pilots
who are convinced that they have been affected by the same problem.
I do not remember how long ago it was perhaps some of my colleagues do but there was a terrible
problem with sheep dip affecting people. The problem was caused by organophosphates, which
we know are terrible poison. Organophosphates are awful neurotoxins which cause serious
neurological problems if they get into ones blood. I have seen medical evidence, and Dr.
Mackenzie Ross’s study, which is due to be completed soon if it is not by now complete is looking
at cases. I would be interested if the Minister brought us up to date on that. Since becoming
involved in this issue, I have had correspondence, mainly with the Department for Transport and
the Committee of Toxicity, about the Cranfield study.
What disturbs me about it is how long it has taken; no doubt the Minister will update us on that.
If it is reported in the past few days it is due to report and I missed it, I apologise, but I do not
think it has. In January (2009), I was told that it was about half complete but that the other half
had to be commissioned from someone else. I hope that has been done. It is not the most
complicated thing to investigate the air going into the cabins of airliners. I understand that a
German device measures any toxins in the fumes in aeroplanes. I am not sure why this is taking
so long. I have consistently found in correspondence resistance even to acknowledging that there
is a problem or the possibility of one. I could understand that view on the part of the airlines it
would be a huge issue for them to replace the air pressurisation systems on aircraft if that proves

necessary. The problem seems to occur more often in one or two models of aircraft than in others.
My hon. Friend’s point about the new Boeing not having this system makes one wonder if Boeing
did not realise there was a problem and that it should perhaps deal with it, so that at least the
planes produced in the next 30 years could not be accused of poisoning pilots and passengers. I
am interested in where the Cranfield and Mackenzie Ross studies are.
I understand that they deal with the two aspects of the problem: the medical evidence, and the
question of whether fumes are entering aircraft ventilation systems. Obstructive would be too
strong a word, but I have found an unwillingness to engage constructively in argument on the part
of the DFT, the Civil Aviation Authority, the Committee on Toxicity, the air accidents investigation
branch of the CAA and even, surprisingly, the British Air Line Pilots Association. I do not know
why BALPA has not taken a more aggressive interest in the matter. After all, it is the pilots union,
but it seems reluctant not only to engage in correspondence but, as I said, even to admit that there
may be a problem. I hope I am right in thinking that there has been obstruction. There certainly
has been unwillingness to talk about the problem.
My hon. Friend has picked an appropriate moment to have this debate. If the two studies are not
in the Minister’s hands, they are about to be, and I have no doubt that he will bring us up to date
on them. We really need to know definitively whether there is a problem with aircraft ventilation
systems, whether it is causing the medical conditions that pilots are reporting, and, if so what
needs to be done. Alternatively, if the conditions are being caused by something else, we need to
get to the bottom of that. There seems to be a great deal of substantial evidence backed up by too
many coincidences for this to be an accident and there to be nothing in it. I look forward to the
Minister’s bringing us up to date on the matter, and I hope we will get from the Government timely
and constructive progress in dealing with the problem and bringing he studies to conclusion”.
Predictably, as soon as the Labour party, who would normally fight for the common man’s
interests, lost the 2010 general election, they were replaced by a new Tory Conservative
Government and John’s new MP was former lawyer Jeremy Wright, who quickly caved in to the
UK civil servants mantra of deny and delay and predictably washed his hands of the public H&S
matter.
John still feels strongly that it is his public moral duty to raise awareness of the health issue and
help other survivors. He has attended 13 annual GCAQE (Global Cabin Air Quality
Executive) Cabin Air conferences since autumn 2006, becoming a reluctant professional expert
in the inconvenient mass public illness.
Since 2007, John has helped countless other aircrews and passengers globally understand a
possible cause of their acute and chronic ill health.

John began networking and corresponding with many other international advocacy groups such as
AerotoxicTeam, GCAQE and international aerotoxic medical, legal and scientific experts.
Fortunately, John has mostly recovered from his severe neurological symptoms and in 2011 the
NHS scored him cognitively at ½/10 (impaired range) which was witnessed by the Brain Injury
Rehabilitation Trust or BIRT who were assisting him at the time.
The NHS retested John comprehensively throughout 2019 and he scored 7-8/10, a fair recovery
over 8 years.
John regained his Class 2 Aviation Medical in 2014 & 2019 and Flying Instructors rating, and
briefly returned to flying and teaching for a few months in 2014 before grounding himself on 1st
January 2015 as the Richard Westgate legal case began to get going. John felt it better to be on the
ground wishing he were flying, than flying and wishing he were on the ground as the opposition
are understandably - ruthless.
John then discovered and pioneered from November 2014 onwards Simulator Flying for public
entertainment with Sim-Fly Norfolk from 2015-2019 with a simple novel flight simulator system
& Combat flying for groups with life size Spitfire & Messerschmitt cockpits.
But John closed his innovative Flight Simulator company Sim-Fly Norfolk down in 2019 due to
business difficulties of running a Flight Simulator company in rural Norfolk on his own with
little practical outside help in a specialist area of 'Flight Simulation'.
He specifically made the tough decision after three pieces of major international Aerotoxic news,
all in the space of 20 days beginning on 28th March 2019 which led him to close it down on 13th
April 2019. He then had outside help to repay vouchers to customers as John wanted to close the
company down with its good name and integrity intact, as he wishes to return to flight
simulation, on-line, at the earliest possible opportunity in the near future.
28th March 2019: UK BBC news reported on 28th March 2019 that 5 UK airlines were being
sued over Toxic Cabin air.
10th April 2019: US Congressman Garamendi & Blumenthal propose new US legislation
16th April 2019: Belgian Dr Daniel Dumalin publishes his first findings of permanent brain
damage caused by Aerotoxic Syndrome.
As with all brand-new, innovative business ventures, John learnt so much from many forced
'mistakes' of the years from 2015-2019 but now in 2020 has a much better chance of success in
the future with Simulator Flying – On-line, only.

On 26th September 2019, due to the following four cumulative factors in order of importance,
John decided to permanently move to the European continent, where he has many long standing
professional friends since founding the Aerotoxic Association in 2007:1. Constant, 14 year long, unrelenting, ongoing criticism from a few remaining members of
John’s close family and friends who worryingly, still do not appear to understand or show
the slightest interest in a common cause of mass public ill health or most worryingly, any
other aerotoxic survivors' new evidence.
2. No BBC reporting to the public of either the 13th annual GCAQE London Cabin Air
conference at Imperial College OR the next week, the new documentary film ‘Everybody
Flies’ for which both BBC Transport Correspondent Tom Burridge & Mike Powell
interviewed many international aerotoxic aircrew, but then failed to report their evidence
openly to the British public, again. This was not balanced; open BBC reporting and it
was time to make a stand.
3. No acknowledgement of any formal Aerotoxic Association documentation from John’s
Norwich MP Clive Lewis since 2015 when John first met the public servant and gave
him a copy of his first Aerotoxic book.
4. Brexit (the hotly controversial exit of the UK from the European Union after many
decades), as John was and still is a committed 'Remainer' who greatly respects both
Europe and the Europeans, which would be due to living and flying there for many years
- especially concerning EASA’s or the European Union Aviation Safety Agency’s recent
positive change of attitude towards Cabin Air Quality and 1.5 million Euros for ‘Further
Research’, as the only intelligent way to proceed in the future; but would mean John
living in the EU and away from his family (see 1.)
From 26th September 2019 John toured by train and public transport first Belgium then France,
Germany, Switzerland and Italy before settling in The Netherlands where he met many of the key
European Aerotoxic experts gathering much of the material and evidence for this book.
However, on 30/31 January 2020 John attended the first ever EASA (European Union Aviation
Safety Agency) ‘Cabin Air’ workshop in Cologne, Germany with other Associations/Unions,
Airlines, Manufacturers, Researchers & Regulators.
John was elected to present the Associations/Unions ‘wish list’ to EASA for some of the 1.5
million Euros of EU funding available for ‘further research’ into Aerotoxic Syndrome.
It struck John that everyone in the room had ordinary lives of their own, their own personal
difficulties and social matters despite doing complex heavy jobs. John’s tactic and that of his other
colleagues was to network in a relaxed atmosphere and reassure the ‘Other side’ that we also enjoy
a beer and prawn sandwiches.

Incredibly in the audience of 90 were representatives from Boeing, Airbus, Rolls Royce, Pratt &
Whitney, American Airlines, BA, Lufthansa, Air France, KLM, Easyjet etc and John got applause
for his brief presentation, which he would not have been able to even physically do from 1990 to
about 2014.

Capt. John Hoyte presents the Associations/Unions wish list for the 1.5 million euros of funding available for yet ‘Further
research’ at EASA’s first Cabin Air workshop, Cologne on 31st January 2020. (Photo credit: Capt. Loraine GCAQE)

UK Public Service Broadcasters, The BBC did finally cover so-called Aerotoxicity again on New
Year’s Day 2020 at 0130 on the World Service – “Business Matters” (sic), which the BBC had
also done on New Year’s day in 2019. But who actually listens to such deliberately ill-timed World
Service broadcasts? Very few licence fee payers, and that’s the intention behind the BBC’s ill
timing; fewest listeners. The aerotoxicity program was even second in running to ‘Rights of
Nature’.
So the BBC were heavily criticized by the Aerotoxic Association for this second annual deliberate
aerotoxic lapse, which only caused yet more ill feeling from the BBC journalists doing their best
to inform the British public but with faceless lawyers in suits checking every recorded and
broadcast word.

But on 25th February 2020 a hard-hitting BBC ‘File on 4’ program on Radio 4 ‘Something in the
air’ was aired, but once again, failed to mention the public work of the Aerotoxic Association Ltd.
Again, each BBC production is carefully scrutinized by lawyers with no input or open live debate
from known experts such as Dr Sarah Mackenzie Ross, Professor Vyvyan Howard, Professor
Bagshaw or Professor Gordon Turnbull all of whom have many years of knowledge and evidence
to contribute.
John reluctantly returned from The Netherlands to the UK on 4th March 2020 after the worsening
of Covid-19 to write this book and to see his two dear children again.
John has a full Draft Business Plan for the Aerotoxic Association Ltd. The Charity, Solutions only
but finds it hard to know how to present financial forecasts for example, for an issue worth multiple
billions of dollars and is always open to offers of professional sympathetic help from the public.
As part of his work plan for ‘Solutions only’, John currently offers on-line low-cost, personal 1:1
consultation to any passengers or aircrews interested in finding out more about Aerotoxic
Syndrome or flying in general.
John feels strongly that it is his moral responsibility to do all he can to help others expose a
covered-up matter of public health and is therefore in the process of updating by rewriting and
abbreviating his 2014 book published by Pilot Press – “Aerotoxic Syndrome – Aviation’s Darkest
Secret” with “How Planes Poison YOU! – Aerotoxic, Aviation’s Dirtiest Cover-up” – this book
will be published by 30th April 2020, as a matter of public duty.
John’s second flying book, “A Tale of Two Ag Pilots” about his early flying career was coauthored with Captain Peter Lawton, who taught John to fly in 1977, and was also published by
Pilot Press in 2017.
John has two grown up and independently successful children Lucy Alice & Jamie John who have
great partners, good family relations is very important to him.
You will recall that John failed his RAF Biggin Hill selection when he was about 18/19 (he even
tried the Army as they have an Air Corps, in desperation - but failed that too) as he left school with
only 3 weak GCSE O Levels, academic life was never going to be an option. But John did study
and pass Math’s, Physics & Chemistry (Elective) to Ordinary National Certificate standard.
Interestingly, John’s closest flying colleague, Captain Brian Porter would go on to be Chief Pilot
at HeavyLift (a past major long distance freight operator) but only had a GCSE in wood work;

Brian had also been an engineer in the RAF in the 70’s and equally passionate about flying and
generously shared his knowledge.
So flying aeroplanes is absolutely not about academic skill at all as Douglas Bader the legless RAF
Fighter WW2 pilot knew. John’s comfortable middle class, cosy family life had exploded due to a
messy and unpleasant divorce of his parents in the 1970’s (which John vowed would never happen
to him…), but he never lost sight of wanting to fly and ironically due to his 8 years of stoic boarding
school upbringing, which was like a ‘POW camp for little boys’ and was a most positive
experience for him and a refuge from his battling family members.
John would later become a highly trained, mission orientated, Crew Resource Manager (CRM)
instructor pilot, time sensitive, focused like a missile and as loyal as any member of the Armed
Forces to HM Queen, who John is still devotedly serving.
Interestingly, when Labour MP Clive Lewis failed to respond to any Aerotoxic Association formal
letters for over 5 years, John wrote in desperation to the office of HM Queen, and had a most
gracious reply in 2016 advising John that at the time Chris Grayling MP, the then Minister of
Transport was onto Aerotoxic Syndrome, decide for yourself here.
John and other aircrew only wanted to fly safely in aeroplanes. The formal position of ‘no positive
evidence’ of chronic public ill health is certainly, deliberately and fundamentally flawed and is
unsustainable, where mass public health is most definitely not paramount, as is always claimed…

11. The known & available solutions.
‘If you are not part of the solution, you are part of the problem’, is an often-heard term, which
covers many other aspects of life.
Pilots are solution orientated as they must be creative and quick in their application of those
solutions as they fly along at 500 MPH or twenty nautical miles per minute.
One’s brain is always in the future – often 20 miles, trying to work out the effects of things one
is doing at the moment, but in a minute’s time.
Pilots also get used to making swift decisions as the fuel on board is limited (2000 kgs per hour
in a BAe 146) and you get routinely used to saving one’s own neck, plus of all the passengers
necks, by default.

John has only ever run out of fuel once in his life whilst aerial crop spraying and crashed... and
never, ever again! You can read about that here and other unintended past accidents. A Tale Of
Two Ag Pilots.(2017)
As was previously explained in the OP report of January 2004:
For those who have been poisoned and have lived with failing health for years and years,
watching these events unfold must be like enduring a horrifying drama which had a beginning
but which, as yet, has no end. They, like everyone else who has followed the drama, know that
OP chemicals were formulated with one aim in mind: to poison by destroying the nervous
system. It really shouldn’t be a surprise to politicians and scientists anywhere where OPs are
used that some people, for whatever reason, end up sick and crippled because they, quite
innocently, came into contact with these highly dangerous chemicals. In the case of sheep
farmers, the heartache and misery of their families is compounded by knowing that, for a time,
Governments forced them to dip under the law.
Prove that OPs poison people, say the companies which manufacture these chemicals - and
politicians often say the same thing. That is why there is so much research, revisiting the tiniest
findings from previous work which might prove or disprove part of the drama. But why? If
someone is shot, do scientists spend years trying to work out the trajectory of the bullet, the make
of the weapon, or the circumstances in which the trigger was pulled rather than treating the
wounded person and trying to prevent more fighting? Of course not, because no conflict would
ever be resolved if they did.
However, when John set out to write this final, updated Aerotoxic book, he wanted it to be
understandable by any intelligent 10-year-old, so here are the key priorities and solutions for
them:First: Health - here you are directed again to OP expert Dr Sarah Myhill’s advice which Sarah
wrote for John’s new web site www.aerotoxic.org in November 2007:
Sarah’s friendly, expert advice to John of early 2006 boiled down to:- ‘Stop all flying and any
further oil fume exposures, eat and sleep well, do little, no unnecessary medication such as ‘Antidepressants’ (You’re poisoned, not depressed!) wait two years and you should begin to
recover…’
Time is always a great healer; our bodies just need time to self-heal.
Second: Technically the Boeing 787 architecture is the only absolute 100% way of stopping any
poison from entering the cabin air of planes.

When China began making their own new jet airliners around 12 years ago, they immediately
designed them to be ‘bleed free architecture’ as they absolutely knew how dangerous bleed air
had been since the 1950’s. They will also ban all ‘dirty’ bleed air systems from their airspace in
the future, which will force both Airbus, Boeing and other manufacturers to change their designs
in turn.
Third: Filtering bleed air is obvious, as at the moment only the recirculated air (50%) is filtered
with hospital grade HEPA (High Efficiency Particulate Air) filters, while the bleed air (50%) is
still 100% unfiltered or not filtered.
The filtration technology has been available for many years now but as any use of it would be an
admission of unlimited liability, we are presently waiting for the French Criminal Courts to force
Easyjet to use this technology.
However, due to the technical difficulties along with the relaxed attitude of the Regulators who
are paid by the airlines and not the passengers, and now Covid-19, there is always excuses not to
do something which is highly inconvenient.
It is sincerely believed by the author that any passenger or aircrew being polled just before
flying: ‘Filtered or Unfiltered Air?’
Would all reply in unison…..Filtered.
Fourth: Toxic Air Detectors or Poison air detectors are still not used despite Carbon Monoxide
detectors being used in the middle of WW 2. The present system of using the Mark 1 noses and
eyes of aircrews and passengers in modern jets is stone age and prehistoric.
‘Poison Detector or Nose?’
Today’s opportunity is with most of the jets grounded to urgently fit these available detection
systems before flying again, which intelligent10 year old would argue against having detector
systems in enclosed spaces?
Fifth: Jet engine oil contains organophosphates, a well-known nerve agent from the 1940’s, but
Nyco Oil have produced an oil which uses a less harmful formulation, which many enlightened
airlines such as Easyjet & Icelandair now use in an attempt to reduce the risk to acceptable
levels. This simple fix is of course by far the easiest to do.

Clear reference to Nyco oil was made in Welcome aboard Toxic Airlines film Documentary in
2007.
In conclusion: Solutions # 3 - 5, Filter, Detector & Oil are only part fixes which are not 100%
like the Boeing 787 architecture change, so they can never fix the fundamental design flaw
problem 100%.
But the best solution of all is... Freedom of Speech, Respect and Believing the words of
professional aircrew like Captain Julian Soddy of BALPA, Flight Attendant Evelyn Van Den
Heuvel of KLM and passengers like Robin Montmayeur, Samantha Sabatino, Gayle & Stephen
Fitzpatrick.

12. Beginning, Middle & End?
Everything has a beginning, a middle and an end – except for Aerotoxic.
All through John’s thirty years of flying life he took off, cruised, and landed. He only failed to
land about five times, but that was caused by accidents due to unintentional silly mistakes, they
were never deliberate or pre-planned and may be read about here in A Tale of Two Ag Pilots.
(2017)
But flying is about pre planning as pilots are taught: Prior Planning Prevents P*** Poor
Performance.
Perhaps Aerotoxic is still just a crazy figment of John’s imagination and caused by the ‘nocebo
effect’ according to some eminent State employed government scientists and industry paid socalled physicians?
But this, we can all readily agree, is solely because the financially, inconveniently chronic illness
still doesn’t apparently exist formally, although the acute illness does, but how long is acute and
chronic for a child?
Although as we’ve already seen, the ‘Chronic state’ existence is more of a wish by a few wealthy
people, not what actually happens in our real lives, where Aerotoxic is more like a living daily
death sentence for many innocent, intelligent flyers.

How long is acute anyway? We know passengers who had so-called ‘acute’ exposures on 5th
August 2019 and they’re still very sick – that seems an awful long time for ‘acute’.
How exactly, could we all make up or fabricate this black and white evidence?
So, for John, at the beginning of his life he thought that all doctors were demigods, the rule of
law applied to all and that he would have a traditional life of learning the rules, falling in love,
flying aeroplanes, having children, retiring and then dying.
But for some reason John got slowly and reluctantly drawn into a major health cover-up issue
which is worth many billions of dollars. However, he has always treated everyone the same and
everything, whether big or small, the same. Maybe that’s why John is confident that one day, in
the not too distant future, the end of certain inconvenient truths will finally come.
When the history of the world is written, bleed air will be a thing of the past rather like the
Airships of the 1930’s and other stone age looking flying artefacts.
At the moment, Easyjet are the only airline in the world which is trialling bleed air filters to
clean their bleed air and fit poison detectors. The airline changed the oil back in 2017 after the
Chief Engineer asked John’s opinion one day. John sent him a link to WATA which explained
Nyco oil advantage for everyone, especially the ground engineers who have to handle it daily.
Easyjet are not changing out of choice or because their customers are demanding them to, but
solely because a French public criminal Court has been ordering them to do so from 2016
onwards. Plus, it makes excellent business sense not to be found deliberately poisoning your
customers and staff.
Obviously, very, very few in the world know exactly what the shady secret deals and
arrangements are being done behind firmly closed doors. As with all huge changes, nothing ever
happens quickly, but with social media and freedom of speech, ‘they’ have to be so delicate now
in how they tell the outside world of any ground breaking news such as major technical design
changes, which can never tried to be passed off as only ‘minor technical alterations’.
Most agree that once one big influential international famous airline does it, the rest will follow
like dominos or sheep. The Easyjet marketing department must already be preparing for the day
when they can explain to their still uninformed shareholders that they, at last, have one over Mr
Michael O’Leary (CEO of Ryanair).

Easyjet, due to Paris criminal Court appearances from 2016 onwards will certainly be the first
airline in the world to make masses of money and everyone will eventually know about the
changes.
And just as we all know that Neil Armstrong was the first man to walk on the moon; most of us
also know that Buzz Aldrin was second American, but who was the third guy to step on the
moon about 50 years ago, back when bleed air was just being accepted by accountants as the
only and most economical way ahead?
Twelve American men altogether over five years walked on the moon, yet no one really knows
or cares who was third, fourth, fifth etc. The same will happen with the airlines. Easyjet have
been working on getting bleed air filters and they will certainly be the first.
All other airlines will eventually follow like proverbial dominos, but who will really care whilst
actually flying in their Airbus A320’s on their business meetings or holidays?
By the way, Pete Conrad was the third man to walk on the moon, but who was that fourth
American astronaut with Pete in November 1969 in Apollo 12…?
Continuing the Apollo theme, Captain Tristan Loraine explained about the Toxic Air problems
of modern jet planes to Commander Jim Lovell, of ill-fated Apollo 13 fame, a few years back.
You may recall that Apollo 13 never reached the moon after experiencing an ‘Air Conditioning
failure’ that caused Jim and his crew to return early in a dramatic way of self-survival of the
highest order.
Apparently, Commander Lovell was horrified to learn from Tristan that commercial plane cabin
air was both unfiltered and unmonitored.
Clean, unpoisoned air, but never 100% clean air like the B.787 Dreamliner, as that would require
a total redesign, as we have seen already with the Chinese approach.
So how will it all end and how does anyone define the ending of Aerotoxic, anyway?
It seems at the moment that the only country about to formally accept Aerotoxique Syndrome is
France, where it will happen within 3-4 years and be recognised formally as an Occupational
Disease which the WHO (World Health Organisation) recognised with a published scientific
paper here in 2017.

Looking back over the past fourteen years since that spring day in 2006 when John personally
first discovered the existence of Aerotoxic Syndrome, here are the aspects which have most
alarmed him:
1. The apparent intentional failure of the international justice system to compensate

ordinary members of the public (especially children & minors - which ironically also
includes so-called lawyers) for their severe personal injuries.
2. The enthusiasm of State controlled health systems to first grossly misdiagnose and then

to grossly mistreat members of the public.
3. The failure of Public Service Broadcasters such as the BBC and so called media to
severely limit any public debate or even use the key word of Aerotoxic. From April 2008
onwards the BBC failed to include the key term in their rationed broadcasts or answer
polite 2020 letters. Why, as surely a cause of public ill health is clearly in the public
interest?
4. The enthusiasm of certain medical and scientific experts to avoid the politically sensitive

international medical term first proposed in 1999 or any fresh evidence including new,
inconvenient black & white medical tests. (Brains, hair, blood & fat).
5. The predictable reluctance in which most politicians have ignored all of the evidence as

civil servants appear to control and protect powerful industries. John’s best political
representative was John Maples MP (RIP) and by far the worst is still Clive Lewis MP
who has failed to answer any formal correspondence for the past 5 years. Even HM
Queen’s office graciously replied in 2016.
6. The failure of society to believe the inconvenient word of injured professional aircrew

and passengers.
John knows that in the past thirteen years he has invested all of his finances (around £250K) into
the Aerotoxic Association Ltd. for the public good in the expectation of helping others.
However, he has been shocked and surprised by the general lack of support or understanding of
the collective work, where he has tried over thirteen years to position himself as a global
diplomat and peace maker amongst warring parties.
John is most proud to have helped fund A Dark Reflection in 2013 which predicted the outcome,
you can watch the film free now.

John’s only difficulty has been with Professor Michael Bagshaw, an aviation specialist doctor
who had previously worked for British Airways who grounded him in early 2006 with ‘Chronic
Stress’.
Prematurely medically grounded pilots required a professional expert to validate a ‘Loss of
Licence’ payment and John was offered Bagshaw of Soddy; but because he wanted to understand
the medical cause of his premature grounding better, he went with the qualified aviation
specialist doctor.
However, Bagshaw then failed to advise John about the publicly available BALPA evidence of
2005 of what had caused his grounding. Bagshaw can be seen in this 2013 Australian 60 Minutes
TV documentary ‘Toxic Flyer’ being interviewed by brave Australian reporter Tanya Brown
about the ‘Asbestos of the skies’ – Aerotoxic Syndrome. Bagshaw has refused to be interviewed
for documentary films which are in the public interest and presumably would even refuse to
appear in a public Court, when eventually summoned.
Despite having ‘good ideas’ John still finds IT and business management in general a huge
challenge, as he will always have an invisible, NHS measured inconvenient acquired brain injury
of thirty years.
It would appear that people’s health is judged by their looks. Healthy-looking pilots who claim to
be seriously sick goes against the public perception of the astronaut ‘Right Stuff’ public image.
Yet as we saw with Captain Soddy in 2000, even fit looking former RAF Test Pilots can be
brought to their knees through absolutely no fault of their own.
Here is Captain Soddy again as an anonymous pilot for Channel 4 News in 2000:

The Aerotoxic Association’s Plan B. To be used only if the EASA Cabin Air workshop final session of 31st January
2020 had not concluded on an optimistic note of ‘Further Research’. Plan A, worked. (Photo Credit: John Hoyte)

When John presented on January 31st 2020 to EASA (European Union Aviation Safety Agency)
he found that all of the five parties: Associations/Unions, Airlines, Manufacturers, Researchers,
& Regulators at the EASA workshop were in no doubt that a huge problem does exist, but the
only way of the ‘other side’ buying some more time is by being seen to be doing. Yet, ‘further
research’ such that the existing 99%, which has been built up over the past 60 years, is not
somehow on the ‘balance of probability’ or 51% proof, as is normally required for all other civil
public health and safety issues – this is never quite sufficient enough. Why Not?
Because society appears to be looking for the last 1% of evidence, now.
While ‘they’ appear to be looking for ‘beyond reasonable doubt’ which is for criminal issues,
and not mass public poisoning of women, children and anyone who risks flying in bleed air jets.
Pure legal hypocrisy?

Current young European aircrew Union leaders specifically called for action and not yet more
words. ‘NOW’, which appears to have a different meaning to well-paid, ground hugging, civil
servant bureaucrats.
We are in a ‘Pan’ situation, where something is broken and requires urgency to fix it - NOW.
Practically speaking, now that the deadly Covid-19 virus is ruling and dominating everyone’s
lives, it is easy to forget that there are still 1,000,000 people (mostly wealthy frequent flyers)
with Aerotoxic Syndrome in Europe alone, who are only ‘half dead’, as I was for around 20
years.
You can witness John ‘half dead’ in a video here in September 2001 presenting to a group of
other senior pilots as he tried to become a BAe 146 Training Captain, which he achieved, but
should never have passed. John couldn’t think on his feet and his faltering, gobbledygook speech
was heavily criticized by the perfectly English speaking Icelandic Boeing 747 pilot who was
given the task of critiquing his poor presentation.
John had learnt to ‘act his part’ by then after eleven long years of exposures with associated ever
worsening health and has always tried to use gentle humour to diffuse difficult and tense
situations: He still does!
Remember it takes about two years for most people to even begin to recover from serious oil
fume exposures.
After nearly fifteen years ‘of recovery’ John now feels 34 years old again, at the age of 64. John
was able to lay a few spirits to rest by returning to the Cologne supermarket where he first got ill
in that spring of 1990.
He went into the now modernized supermarket on 1st February 2020 aged 64, bought some
Whiskey, and came out into the soft refreshing rain feeling aged 34 again but with some of the
ghosts of his dear also poisoned pilot friends from the 1990’s very much on his mind. John then
walked back past his temporary home for around nine years, the five-star Hyatt Hotel, but for
most of that time John had felt…half-dead.
The past thirty years have felt like a lingering – ‘daymare’…?

Epilogue.
“The greater the Challenge, the greater the Victory”. Russ Watkins, Flying Instructor 1978.
By far the hardest part of any health campaign is to ensure that one’s own personal experience
does not dominate the overall mass public health message of which one is just the most recent
involuntary participant.
But remember the already created condition of Aerotoxic Syndrome didn’t formally exist 14
years ago either, just as the inconvenient illness doesn’t formally exist now, even today – it’s not
like physically losing a leg or an arm where one’s disability is plainly visibly obvious to all.
Slowly being poisoned over years whilst flying and doing one’s job or as a frequent flyer is
much more subtle and sinister.
Professional pilots tend to have a ‘Can Do’ positive attitude for life, where repetitive procedures
of flight are deeply ingrained as pilots are taught from very early on to never shout about
anything, but to remain calm and collected, just to get on with their job, laugh things off, never to
fall out and to absolutely never, ever show off.
It has been recognised for decades by the Tobacco companies et al that creating ‘doubt’ is
deliberately caused by industry to confuse the public. This was carefully explained by Professor
David Michaels in 2007 ‘Welcome aboard Toxic Airlines’ – but those doubts also extend to
wives, families and friends who are suddenly confronted by inconvenient, conflicting
information and evidence, where zero is alleged to exist?
They, maybe not unreasonably, tend to generally and unsurprisingly believe the State doctors &
NHS line or ‘the establishment system’ more than their sick relations who offer the exact
opposite - relatively recent 20-year-old black and white evidence.
John was personally shocked at what he discovered in 2006 and was as sceptical as anyone after
finding out as he questioned absolutely everything he had discovered. But the more John
researched the science and recent documentation, the more he realised how he had to draw a
formal line in the sand with his conclusions, at that time.
That’s why from Monday 22nd May 2006 John sat down in his office and solemnly and in one
page only (as he had been previously taught by his brother in law to keep such official messages,
brief) made his Statement of discovery (as found in Chapter 3) of the exact cause of his 16 years
of serious ill health, he still stands by every word.

You will note that Aerotoxic Syndrome does not feature anywhere in that text, as John would
only find out that elusive, taboo, “forbidden from broadcast word” around three weeks later with
a random phone call from non-medical Captain Tristan Loraine – a eureka moment to suddenly
have learnt a single key word of description.
This was John’s long-awaited breakthrough as Googling Aerotoxic brought up a mass of
compelling, new evidence to light from 2005 and before.
Since that time, John has had the delicate task of sharing not only his own personal evidence
with his nearest, dearest family and professional (often very senior NHS professional) friends in
ever more desperate attempts to try and gain their vital understanding and moral support for what
is essentially not about him, but a matter of the greater good for our whole society.
It’s been like a fine balancing act, where if you don’t explain enough they won’t understand the
whole picture, but if you tell them too much, well that’s totally out of order and with a terrible
memory one invariably repeats oneself and soon can unintentionally bore them, which is a ‘big
no, no’.
As they too, have their challenging lives and health to manage.
But that is where John soon realised that other similarly affected people would come into play as
they have a vested interest to explore further, but actually only for their own selfish interests?
A no win, ‘lose, lose’ situation soon developed, which can be read in John’s 2020 “Kiss & Tell”
second Aerotoxic book, we are now, as of April 2020 finally on the precipice of being
understood by the Airlines, Manufacturers, Researchers (who continue to plan yet ever ‘Further
Research’) and the Regulators. Never winning, as there are no winners, it’s taken 21 long years
since the official publication of:
AEROTOXIC SYDROME: ADVERSE HEALTH EFFECTS FOLLOWING EXPOSURE TO
JET OIL MIST DURING COMMERCIAL FLIGHT.
John has been told he was angry back in 2006, and he was very upset as he had suddenly lost his
special career of flying, not due to any of his carelessness but due to a fundamental design flaw
which was recognised before he was even born in 1955, as you have witnessed.
Plus knowledgeable private doctors such as Dr Sarah Myhill listed ‘Personality change’ and
‘Rage’ as just two of myriad known, unpleasant effects of OP poisoning but which had again
been known about again since before John was born and published by Professor Solly
Zuckerman in the early 1950’s of OP’s as ‘Deadly poison’.

3.

Personality change - destabilisation of mood (mood swings) - increased tearfulness, irritability
and aggression - impulsive suicidal thoughts – rage.
An extreme version of these symptoms results in psychiatric disorders including depression and
psychosis.

From early 2007 when the first Aerotoxic web site www.aerotoxic.org was created John also
knew that most of the evidence should come from other people and all of the scientific papers
from both sides of the so called Aerotoxic ‘debate’ must be published, to allow any independent
member of the public the opportunity to make their own mind up like a public Court inspecting
evidence.
Incredibly the Aerotoxic web site has been rebuilt around five times since 2007 as each web site
had new evidence added almost daily, to the point where they crashed due to ‘Too much
evidence’ (where no positive evidence exists). The present web site has returned to a simple
format of directing the public to other respected and reliable international sources of evidence.
John expected and privately planned for acceptance of Aerotoxic Syndrome to happen by 2009
as he already had around 90% evidence by then, and now it’s more like 99.0% in 2020, with
100% being impossible with any manmade paradigm?
As John had never actually met most of the other survivors, he obviously had to rely heavily on
their written testimonies and spoken words.
But John did physically meet other survivors (We never use the word ‘Victims’ and find the
word ‘Campaigner’ inappropriate for a flight safety matter) - both aircrew & passengers and was
shocked in early 2006 to find two of his close neighbours in a small Warwickshire village had
also been affected or knew very close colleagues who had been affected.
As can be seen from this photograph on 18th June 2007 outside of the Houses of Parliament,
London. Aerotoxic poisoned passenger from flight XLA 120 of 1st February 2007 Samantha
Sabatino was present too, just out of the photo.

Captain John Hoyte, Dr Susan Michaelis & Captain Tristan Loraine on 18th June 2007 outside the Houses of
Parliament, London UK. (Photo Credit: John Hoyte)

The launch of the Aerotoxic Association Ltd. The Charity outside the Houses of Parliament, London. UK on 18th June
2007. Captain John Hoyte far left; Captain Julian Soddy of BALPA, far right.

In the summer of 2007 John began regular Skype chats between small groups of other grounded
pilots as they professionally and logically tried to work out what to do to help one another’s
individual situations.
John also accepts responsibility for several of the key Aerotoxic breakthroughs.
But even in 2007 it soon became clear that we all had different aims and objectives, with many
pilots seeming to only look after their own financial interests with zero thought for the health of
others, which to John was of paramount importance.
Clearly Captain Tristan Loraine and Susan Michaelis with their already six years of Aerotoxic
experience both directly and kindly saved his life with their unique advice in early 2006 and have
been the most generous with both their time and money for many others since. John knew that he
should also do his bit to help, but always in the full expectation that others, who were unaffected
and able bodied mainly ‘in mind’ would help, as with any other public health issue resolution.

After all, the Alzheimer’s Society is not run by folk with Alzheimer’s, but by sharp young people
in suits and Alzheimer’s is not too dissimilar to Aerotoxic and had presumably been first named
and invented once upon a time, too by someone called Alzheimer?
John doesn’t think he understood at the time quite how badly sick he still was in 2007 and how
bad he was at even simplest IT and administration tasks. He just found it quicker to trust and pay
others for outside help from people but who maybe really didn’t care too much about his work
and just took his money, as in those days John had a healthy pay out from Flybe and treated all
spending like a long-term investment for when Aerotoxic Syndrome would very soon and one
day, be formally accepted as Aerotoxic really ain’t Rocket Science.
As the reader will know by now that France, home of Airbus and very strong Unions will be the
first nation to officially accept Aerotoxic Syndrome in the next 2-3 years; it’s always tomorrow,
despite the illness being first identified nearly quarter of a century ago!
John’s own ill health was brought firmly home to him a few years later when he had at last got
some practical, weekly admin help from the Brain Injury Rehabilitation Trust (BIRT) and on one
of the regular visits to Leamington Spa Rehabilitation Hospital on 3rd October 2011, Mr Rob
Poppleton of the NHS chose to test his cognition for about an hour in the presence of Mark
Smith of BIRT plus another young NHS witness.
John scored ½/10 or in the ‘Impaired’ range with a comical doodle picture of the front part of his
brain (which had been damaged and was not working properly) by Poppleton –– it only took
about 20 minutes to mark his tests and the others had actually prompted him to finish some of the
trickier four practical tests.
But then Mr Poppleton concerned John by explaining (quietly verbally only & deliberately out of
earshot of the others) that he could never formally link John’s measured and acquired brain
injury with his 16 years of jet airline flying, as that “would be prohibitively costly for
industry…” (sic) or words to that effect.
Possibly the worst part of the formal cognitive testing was John passing the simple NHS
‘Malingering’ tests, where Poppleton actually shook him by the hand and told him that he had
definitely put in ‘maximum effort’ with no malingering and was ‘genuine’. John was bemused at
this, as he had always told the truth - as in that way one doesn’t have to remember any lies (Mark
Twain quote) and anyway, John’s memory was appalling at the time and had already been for 16
years.
But at last John had his black and white NHS evidence and proof of his condition and he recalls
Mark Smith of BIRT actually beaming with joy. It seems bizarre now that John could have easily

got into a BAe 146 either then or now and flown it anywhere in Europe, but that is the awful
paradox of Aerotoxic, where all poisoned and grounded pilots are still formally labelled with
‘Chronic Stress’, through no fault of their own.
Thankfully, John scored 7-8/10 last year after being comprehensively tested by the NHS again,
good old Sim-Fly Norfolk which from 2015-2019 gave him a new lease of life and completely
rewired his damaged brain.
Due to a good recovery John regained his Class 2 flying medical and Instructors Rating in 2014
and then he just got better and better as his brain now had to deal, not only with flying and
teaching again, but with complex Simulating IT, marketing, finances and every other small or
even large businessman’s every day ordeals.
But better than anything, John was flying again (even if it was in poison free simulators) and he
must have trained over 2000 members of the Norfolk public and following an idea from New
Zealand in 2016 where he sat in a Mosquito cockpit at Christchurch airport flying a simulator for
a few bucks, he set up four Combat Spitfire & Messerschmitt cockpits in those relatively very
happy years to allow Combat Flying – recreating the Battle of Britain and practicing again the
famous Dam Buster mission, which came about from meeting Eric Quinney the Lancaster pilot
in 2016 who flew in the 1954 film and Norfolk friend Neil Bignell.
John was and still is always patiently monitoring the way Easyjet were in a Paris criminal public
Court in connection with some of their pilots suing Easyjet over toxic air exposures from 2016
onwards, but enjoyed the break from the Aerotoxic madness.
However, in September 2017 Michael Rawlinson QC confidently announced at the 11th annual
London Cabin Air conference that “I genuinely think that Aerotoxic Syndrome is at a tipping
point…”
On the basis of that vitally important and timely evidence, John decided to liquidate his pension
to fund mainly Simulator Flying Ltd., but also Aerotoxic Association Ltd. and Pilot Press Ltd. as
he felt very confident at that time that at last, he had a winning combination for the future and to
help many others too.
However there has always been a sort of Us & Them feel where we are the ordinary people
desperately trying to produce that last final piece of 0.01% evidence that would mean that
Aerotoxic Syndrome does actually exist, since it was first identified in 1999…

But there has been a never-ending queue of so called ‘experts’ who seem to be equally
determined to stop us dead, which has been beyond frustrating, when all we are trying to do is
help others with their ill health and have the known and now available solutions fitted.
Why should a known cause of mass human ill health be so controversial and difficult for others
to accept, but which can also affect 35% of them too?
But now it feels more like the worst form of discrimination possible where similar frustrations of
the LGBTQ community have been amicably resolved in recent years as they have been
encouraged to ‘Come Out’.
All professional aerotoxic aircrew and affected passengers are put in a sort of sin-bin where we
are gagged, our sworn Testimony is not believed, we are not allowed in a public Court and we
feel invisible against Big Business and society who appear to make and break long established
rules and laws as they please to maintain their status quo.
That really is, sick, sick, sick…

Acknowledgements.
Any latest book on Aerotoxic Syndrome is going to be a challenge to write, mostly as the cause
of mass public illness still isn’t formally recognized, but John has done his best to convey his
part in the ongoing global cover-up and has been helped by only a few kind people in the
process.
He has also been blocked by countless others, and they all know who they are…
In this updated book John has chosen to use all of his own words, because in his last book as no
professional aircrew are believed, John paid ghost writer Philip Whitely and Editor Susan Curran
(RIP) to put his words on paper, but alas, even they were not believed.
All aircraft have Belt & Braces or Double-up systems of aviation, two or more wheels, less one
falls off or becomes damaged, two engines in case one fails, two pilots in case – you get the
idea?
So as a trained professional pilot, John has always been used to dealing with teams of at least
two people, rather like a sound marriage, where one compliments the other?
Captain & First Officer plus Cabin Crew or Flight Attendants – lots of mutual help.
John met charming Australian author, Brett Preiss, who he got on exceedingly well with at a
three-day book writing course in Amsterdam. Brett is an established author in his own right with
some very interesting personal subject matter. Apart from making himself healthy again through
pure logic which John loved, he also has a mature sense of humour, the best communication
skills but maybe the most important asset from John’s selfish yet critical standpoint – absolutely
no prior knowledge of Aerotoxic Syndrome, rather like the other 90% of the world's population.
Brett readily agreed to be John’s ‘book buddy’. John wishes to thank him for all the editing,
support and humour we have had along the way on this seemingly never ending journey.
John had just been travelling widely and successfully around wonderful continental Europe since
26th September 2019. Firstly, fed up by some of his family’s continued belittling of his health
work; the continuing Aerotoxic BBC Cover-up; his Member of Parliament & Labour Party Clive
Lewis’s lack of formal contact for 5 years and basically as John is a true blue, European
‘remainer’ knowing that continued membership of the EU (especially for Aerotoxic purposes)
was in the UK’s best interests - always. But especially when a global virus strikes.

But John has always been a Europhile with a particular love of Cologne, Germany as he was
based there for nearly ten years and where he got sick in 1990 yet returned in 2020, a mostly
recovered man. However, that story will not be told here as it was his personal journey and of no
interest to anyone else than him!
While John can write for Scotland, (as John is mostly Scottish and of Dutch origins) he has
always preferred ‘another’ to convert my blurby, spontaneous ‘pilot speak’ into plain Australian,
and that is exactly what Brett has done over the past two months, with the greatest sensitivity,
extraordinary understanding and respect ever imaginable of all the evidence John shared with
him.
John was also pleased that former Flight Global Flight Safety Editor and well-respected senior
aviation journalist David Learmount agreed that he could publish his 2014 Foreword for
‘Aerotoxic Syndrome – Aviation’s Darkest Secret’ again.
Having direct personal experience of the chronic health issue would appear to be fundamental to
any other non aerotoxic affected person’s ability to fully understand Aerotoxic Syndrome. The
continued failure by certain otherwise intelligent people to understand or believe repeated
descriptive words, which to those people affected is beyond logical comprehension.
As people with missing limbs or other common health ailments don’t appear to have the same
struggle and prejudice in communicating their disabilities, but the young poisoned children of
flight XLA 120 still do.
In a book such as this, for added authenticity John always used real names, as the last book was
full of pseudonyms, as my not so stupid pilot friends were and still are mostly worried at being
identified publicly.
But in this new book there are no Jim’s or Don’s but real life, named members of the public
because, at the end of the day, we will all appear in either or both, a public Court or before our
maker, one day soon with our real names.
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